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Lot

1

Lot

3

(London) General Country
Services 'Official Omnibus'
TIMETABLE, Northern Section
dated March 1932 - the first
edition following the change
of control from National, a
notice to that effect inside.
Includes a map of the
northern Country Area routes
in the centrefold, still titled
'National'. The original single
staple has been removed,
otherwise in very good,
unmarked condition. [1]

Selection of London Transport
Central Bus TIMETABLE
BOOKS comprising Summer
1962, Winter 1963, Summer
1964, Winter 1964, Winter
1965, Spring 1966, January
1967 & 22 April 1978 (staff
issue) plus 5 AMENDMENT
BOOKLETS (1970s) plus an
official BOOKLET 'Allocation of
Scheduled Buses' dated 15
April 1989. All in lightly used
condition. [14]

Estimate: £60 to £75

Estimate: £50 to £60

Lot

Lot

2

1909 London Underground
POCKET MAP. Printed by
Johnson, Riddle & Co Ltd,
interesting features include
numbered places of interest
(key on the reverse) and the
mention of onward LCC tram
services from the C&SLR
terminus at Clapham
Common. The Waterloo &
City line is shown albeit
uncoloured. Ex guidebook
copy with a few scuffs and a
cut-out at the left-hand edge
but otherwise very
reasonable. [1]

Estimate: £70 to £90

4

London Transport bus stop
enamel E-PLATE for the
'Interstation Night Bus' in
white lettering on a black
background. This unusual
plate will have been located
at one of the main-line
stations served by this circular
route from Waterloo which
ran from the 1930s to the
1980s. In very good, ex-stop
condition. [1]

Estimate: £100 to £150

Lot

5

London Underground items
comprising a Station
Foreman's/Inspector's CAP
BADGE (late 1970s issue), a
1930s-1970s Motorman's CAP
BADGE and a triple-aspect
(clear/red/green) BARDIC
LAMP (marked 'London
Transport'). All in good, used
condition. [3]

Estimate: £50 to £60
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Lot

6

A London Transport
1950s/60s Country Buses &
Coaches
DRIVER'S/CONDUCTOR'S
JACKET in green serge with
chrome 'Griffin' buttons, no
size indicated but medium, in
good condition as worn plus a
London Transport leather
CONDUCTOR'S BAG in wellused but still good condition.
[2]

Lot

8

1930s London Transport bus
stop PANEL TIMETABLES
comprising routes 409/411
(double-sided) dated 24/5/39
(used condition with scuffed
edges), routes
417/417A/473/481 and routes
442/444 both dated 3/7/35
(both good condition, one has
filing punch-holes). [3]

Estimate: £35 to £40
Estimate: £50 to £75
Lot
Lot

9

7

London Transport Tramways
POSTER MAP dated May 1935
but designed in 1934 and
showing the first unified LPTB
network. Varnished and
mounted on linen, with
wooden poles at top and
bottom and secured with a
tie-string when rolled, this
appears to be an official LT
item which was perhaps taken
to lectures etc. Measures 33"
x 25" (84cm x 64cm). Well
used but in good condition
overall. A most interesting
and unusual item. [1]

1924 Metropolitan Railway
small POCKET CARD MAP
"How to get to and from the
British Empire Exhibition".
Illustration of a new electric
locomotive on the cover.
Opens out to three panels.
This is the green cover version
from this series, rarely seen at
auction. In lightly-used
condition with some agedarkening to cover. [1]

Estimate: £150 to £200

Lot

Estimate: £120 to £150

10

A 1930s alloy MODEL of a
London Underground Q27stock driving motor-car
mounted on a plinth. The car
is 6" (15cm) long and
inscribed 'LPTB' and '1927' on
each side. Origin unknown but
likely to have been a
presentation item and
perhaps a one-off. Some wear
and tear in the form of paint
chips but no material damage
noted. [1]

Estimate: £50 to £75
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Lot

11

REGISTRATION BOOKS ('LOG
BOOKS') for London Transport
Country Area RT-class buses
LYF 233 (RT 4174) and OLD
753 (RT 4533). Original books
issued in 1951 and 1954
showing sale of the buses to
London Country Bus Services
in 1970. The buses were sold
in 1972 to Canada and the
USA respectively. In good
condition. Plus a collection of
20 1964 LT internal memos
from Rolling Stock Engineer
used to send out excise
licences to garages etc. [22]

Lot

London Transport Tramways
paper FARECHARTS of the
smaller size for Feltham-type
trams comprising route 19
Tottenham Court Road &
Barnet dated January 1936
(horizontal tear repaired on
reverse) and routes 16-18
Victoria Embankment &
Purley dated 31 May 1944
(couple of edge-nicks but
good overall). [2]

Estimate: £40 to £50

Lot

Estimate: £50 to £70

Lot

12

London Transport enamel BUS
STOP FLAG 'Bus Stand - This is
not a Boarding Point'. A
double-sided, hollow sign of
the 'boat' style and dating
from the 1990s. Carries the
location ref BP442 and
thought to have been in
Wandsworth. An E3-size flag
measuring 18" x 20.5" (46cm x
52cm). Some weather stains
to the red roundels but
otherwise very good. [1]

Estimate: £50 to £75

Lot

13

London General Omnibus
Company 1920 fold-out
LEAFLET "LIST OF MOTOR-BUS
ROUTES - Services working
during week July 26 to Aug 2."
Issue no. 29, 1920. A little
edge-wear but very
reasonable. [1]

14

15

London Underground
Standard (1920s) Tube Stock
enamel DESTINATION PLATE
for Ealing & Wood Green on
the Piccadilly Line. Doublesided, reversable. Well used
with considerable chipping to
the enamel but a scarce
survivor. [1]

Estimate: £75 to £100

Lot

16

WW1 ''Railway Service'' LAPEL
BADGE ''Underground
Railway'' issued to workers on
the Underground during the
First World War to signify that
they were undertaking
valuable work. Enamel on
brass with the imperial crown.
Numbered 1674 on reverse.
Tiny enamel blemish at one
edge, otherwise very good
condition. [1]

Estimate: £150 to £200

Estimate: £25 to £30
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Lot

17

London Transport bus stop
enamel E-PLATE for route 210
Garage Journeys. Thought to
have come from the section
between the normal line of
route at Archway and
Muswell Hill bus garage, on
which journeys were available
to the public. In very good, exstop condition. [1]

Lot

20

London General Omnibus
Company CAB SAW from a B,
K, S, NS-type bus etc. Marked
'L.G.O.C' on both sides of the
wooden handle. These saws
were fitted in all bus cabs to
allow the crew to cut through
the wooden lifeguard rails to
free any person who had
become trapped under the
bus. In good, ex-use
condition. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £70
Estimate: £60 to £80
Lot

18

Lot
London Transport ROUTE
NUMBER STENCIL '113' from
this well-known EdgwareOxford Circus route operated
mainly by Hendon garage.
These plates were placed in a
holder against the lower-deck
rear or nearside windows,
back-lit by the interior
lighting, and used on buses
which did not otherwise show
the route number there. This
plate would have been used
on the STL/STD types from the
1930s to the early 1950s. In
well-used condition, a little
battered at the edges. [1]

Estimate: £50 to £75

Lot

19

November 1946 edition of
BRADSHAW'S GUIDE to the
British Railways. Issue no
1359. Comes complete with
its original box and is
cellophane-wrapped so may
be unused but this cannot be
confirmed without
unwrapping. [1]

21

1927 London Underground
linen-card POCKET MAP from
the 'Stingemore' series. This is
the fourth issue, from the
smaller series 1925-27, and is
dated January 1927 with
mustard cover. Unmarked but
heavily used with
considerable wear. [1]

Estimate: £40 to £50

Lot

22

London trolleybus LIVE
INDICATOR, a bakelite cover
with a clear plastic panel
which would have been
situated in the driver's cab to
show when the trolley-booms
were connected to the live
overhead. Marked 'Trolley
Indicator - Urcol' and
measures 5 1/2" (14cm)
across. In good, ex-vehicle
condition. A most unusual
survivor. [1]

Estimate: £25 to £30

Estimate: £40 to £60
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Lot

23

LCC/London Transport
tramways metal ROUTE
NUMBER STENCIL PLATE for
service 14 which ran from
London Bridge to
Wandsworth and was an early
withdrawal in 1939. This is a
15", 38cm size plate used at
the front and rear of the
tramcars. Unusually, this
example is finished in white
paint which appears to be
original. In ex-tram condition.
[1]

Lot

26

Collection of London
Transport 1940s geographical
PUNCH TICKETS for routes 1
to 10A. Tickets are sorted into
route and fare order. No
obvious duplication, a wide
variety of fares, over-print
styles/colours etc. Mostly in
good, used condition. Part of
a substantial and
comprehensive collection all
of which is in the current sale.
[Approx 200]

Estimate: £90 to £120
Estimate: £40 to £60
Lot
Lot

LCC/London Transport
tramways enamel RUNNING
NUMBER PLATE '40' as carried
on the side of trams
1930s-1952 to indicate the
running order on each route.
Double-sided and in good exuse condition. [1]

Estimate: £30 to £40

Lot

27

24

25

London Transport (London
Country) coach stop enamel
E-PLATES for Green Line route
715A 'Saturday Kingston
Hertford' and 'Saturday Ripley
Guildford'. A pair representing
the northbound and
southbound directions of this
route and which would have
been located in or around
Cobham between 1971 and
1977. In good, ex-stop
condition. [2]

Estimate: £120 to £150

Collection of London
Transport 1940s geographical
PUNCH TICKETS for routes 11
to 15/100. Tickets are sorted
into route and fare order. No
obvious duplication, a wide
variety of fares, over-print
styles/colours etc. Mostly in
good, used condition. Part of
a substantial and
comprehensive collection all
of which is in the current sale.
[Approx 150]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot

28

Collection of London
Transport 1940s geographical
PUNCH TICKETS for routes 16
to 26. Tickets are sorted into
route and fare order. No
obvious duplication, a wide
variety of fares, over-print
styles/colours etc. Mostly in
good, used condition. Part of
a substantial and
comprehensive collection all
of which is in the current sale.
[Approx 200]

Estimate: £90 to £120
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Lot

29

Collection of London
Transport 1940s geographical
PUNCH TICKETS for routes
27/27A to 39. Tickets are
sorted into route and fare
order. No obvious duplication,
a wide variety of fares, overprint styles/colours etc.
Mostly in good, used
condition. Part of a
substantial and
comprehensive collection all
of which is in the current sale.
[Approx 200]

Lot

31

Collection of London
Transport 1940s geographical
PUNCH TICKETS for routes 61
to 73. Tickets are sorted into
route and fare order. No
obvious duplication, a wide
variety of fares, over-print
styles/colours etc. Mostly in
good, used condition. Part of
a substantial and
comprehensive collection all
of which is in the current sale.
[Approx 200]

Estimate: £90 to £120
Estimate: £90 to £120
Lot
Lot

32

30

Collection of London
Transport 1940s geographical
PUNCH TICKETS for routes 40
to 60. Tickets are sorted into
route and fare order. No
obvious duplication, a wide
variety of fares, over-print
styles/colours etc. Mostly in
good, used condition. Part of
a substantial and
comprehensive collection all
of which is in the current sale.
[Approx 200]

Collection of London
Transport 1940s geographical
PUNCH TICKETS for routes 74
to 84. Tickets are sorted into
route and fare order. No
obvious duplication, a wide
variety of fares, over-print
styles/colours etc. Mostly in
good, used condition. Part of
a substantial and
comprehensive collection all
of which is in the current sale.
[Approx 150]

Estimate: £80 to £100
Estimate: £90 to £120
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Lot

33

1919 London Underground
MAP OF THE ELECTRIC
RAILWAYS OF LONDON 'What
to See & How to See it' with
print-code 209-500M-18-6-19.
Has the black, open, bullseye
circle on the cover and opens
out in 8 panels to 13.7" x
10.9" (34 x 28cm). One fold,
across two panels, repaired
with archive tape, otherwise a
reasonable copy with light
wear. [1]

Lot

35

London Transport
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE,
framed and glazed, awarded
to Harry Gee in 1981 in
respect of an astonishing 48
years' service in the bus
engineering department.
These stylish certificates, with
the coats of arms of London
and surrounding counties,
were given to retiring staff
from 1933 onwards, the same
year that Mr Gee commenced
his service with LT. In
excellent condition. [1]

Estimate: £30 to £40
Estimate: £25 to £30
Lot

34

'City'' driver's/conductor's
CAP BADGE from this wellregarded London
independent bus company
which operated from 1923-34,
best known for route 536
from Highgate to Catford,
with a fleet of 39 buses which
passed to the LPTB in
November 1934. The badge is
in good, used condition with
some light surface scratches.
[1]

Estimate: £80 to £120

Lot

36

1939 Aldershot & District
Traction Co Ltd official
TIMETABLE BOOKLET 'in
association with the Southern
Railway Company'. From 21
June to 19 September 1939,
so the final edition prior to
the outbreak of WW2.
Original owner's name on
front: 'F H Stingemore' who
was the designer of the preBeck Undergound maps.
Complete with fold-out map
and in good, used condition
with some wear to covers. [1]

Estimate: £30 to £40
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Lot

37

London Transport bus stop
enamel E-PLATE for route 98
'Special Journeys Only'.
Thought to be from the
extension from Uxbridge to
Ruislip on which occasional
journeys ran in the mid-1970s.
In very good, ex-stop
condition. [1]

Estimate: £30 to £40

Lot

38

1924 London Underground
MAP of the Electric Railways
of London "What to see and
how to travel". June 1924
edition. In good condition,
just lightly used with a few
very small partings at the foldcorners. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot

39

London Transport 1940s/50s
enamel BUS STOP FLAG
'Request'. A double-sided flag
consisting of two enamel
plates in a painted bronze
frame, complete with original
fixing rods and locational
reference plate '23720'. A fine
example of the traditional
London bus stop with minor
blemishes only. [1]

Estimate: £75 to £100

Lot

40

London Transport 'DOLLY
STOP', a temporary bus stop
used for diversions,
emergencies etc. This is the
complete 'head' of the stop
and consists of two back-toback enamel plates inside a
steel frame. It is the
'Compulsory' version and,
apart from a few small chips
to the enamel, is in very good,
ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot

41

MEDALLION struck by the
London County Council to
commemorate the opening by
HM King Edward VII of
Kingsway and Aldwych on 18
October 1905 following the
slum clearance project. The
first stage of the tramway
subway was opened the
following year. One side has
details of the opening, LCC
initials etc, the other has the
heads of the King and Queen
Alexandra. The LT Museum
has one. Shows a little wear
but still good overall. [1]

Estimate: £25 to £30

Lot

42

1922 Metropolitan Electric,
London United & South
Metropolitan Electric
Tramways TRAFFIC CIRCULAR
No 37 effective 1 September
1922. A most unusual
survivor. In good condition.
[1]

Estimate: £30 to £35
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Lot

43

London Transport items
comprising a c1990s Bus
Inspector's CAP BADGE,
enamel on chrome, in
excellent condition, a 1970s
Underground CAP BADGE in
brass, non-enamelled,
possibly a proof, in good
condition, and two PUNCH
TICKET MACHINE BACKPLATES of different types,
both marked 'London
Transport' and in good, used
condition. [4]

Lot

46

London Transport POSTER
MAPS comprising a 1937 Tram
& Trolleybus map (32" x 26",
82cm x 66cm) and a 1951
quad royal 'Central London'
map showing Underground,
bus & coach routes
superimposed on a street plan
and featuring the classic
'offset bullseyes' border. Both
maps are rather fragile with
some fold-tears. [1]

Estimate: £50 to £75
Estimate: £40 to £50
Lot
Lot

London Transport bus stop
enamel Q-PLATE 'Queue this
side for 267, queue other side
for 117, 203, 237". This would
have been located on a bus
stop between Isleworth and
Brentford. Some top-edge
chips touched in, otherwise in
good, ex-stop condition. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot

47

44

45

Quantity of London
Transport/London Country
POCKETS MAPS, Central Bus,
Country Bus, Green Line &
others and LEAFLETS. Mainly
1950s to 1970s. Most in good
condition. [c60]

A Dublin/Irish cast-iron BUS
STOP SIGN of the older style,
now obsolete. In good, ex-use
condition. [1]

Estimate: £30 to £40

Lot

48

London Underground
1950s/60s enamel PLATFORM
FRIEZE PLATE 'Euston' from
one of the Northern Line
platforms at that station.
Unusually, it has brown edges
rather than the correct black.
It is not clear why this is the
case but the Bakerloo line has
never served Euston! A few
edge-chips but generally in
good condition. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110
Estimate: £30 to £40
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Lot

49

1920s London independent
('pirate') bus operator's
FARECHART ('Fare Table')
POSTER for route 1F between
Charing Cross (Trafalgar
Square) and Chislehurst. It
was a legal requirement to
display a farechart on each
bus. Undated and operator
not shown. Size: 19" x 27"
(48cm x 69cm) and in a
removable frame behind clear
plastic. Poster has been
folded and has some staining.
A most unusual item. [1]

Estimate: £30 to £40

Lot

50

1934 London Underground
'Railways of London' POCKET
MAP. An early H C Beck
diagrammatic card map with
print reference 34-1945 350M
and showing the escalator
connection between Bank and
Monument stations. In very
good unmarked condition,
just lightly-used. [1]

Estimate: £180 to £230

Lot

Lot

52

London Transport Country
Buses & Green Line Coaches
Inspector's hallmarked, solid
silver with enamel inlays CAP
BADGE from the second issue
in 1964. Serial no 3013 on the
reverse and hallmarked 'P'. In
very good, lightly-used
condition. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot

53

Bell Punch' TICKET MACHINE
no 42873 in working order
together with an unused
TICKET PACK of 100 punch
tickets for the Barkus Bus
Service of Woodhouse Eaves.
[2]

Estimate: £40 to £60

Lot

54

London Underground Q-Stock
enamel DESTINATION PLATE
for Dagenham and Upminster
on the District Line. Doublesided, reversable. In well-used
condition with chipping to the
enamel in several places. [1]

51

Large quantity of mainly
1950s London Transport bus
EXCURSION LEAFLETS (Sunday
Bus Excursions, Summer Bus
Excursions, Ramblers'
Excursions) from the heyday
of such leisure activities. Huge
variety, no obvious
duplication. Earliest noted is
1952, latest 1961. Mostly in
good condition, a few are
worn. [c120]

Estimate: £50 to £60

Estimate: £40 to £50
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Lot

55

Enamel BUS STOP FLAGS,
double-sided, of 1940s/50s
style. One is black on white
and likely to be ex: Tilling/BET
company, the other from an
unknown operator, possibly a
municipality. Both in ex-use
condition. [2]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot

56

London Transport bus stop
enamel E-PLATES for Alder
Valley route 201 (Basingstoke
to Heathrow) and Eastern
National 151/251 (Wood
Green to Southend). Plates
are in good, ex-stop
condition. [2]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot

57

London Transport Buses
Divisional Mechanical
Inspector's HAT AND BADGE.
The badge is the last issue for
this grade, from the
mid-1980s, and is made of
gold-finished metal with blue
and white enamel inlays. In
very good, lightly-used
condition. The hat (size 57/7
1/2) is the correct type for this
senior grade and has the
traditional strip of cloth on
the peak. Hat is in used
condition. [2]

Lot

58

London Underground
EPHEMERA comprising a
Horstmann TIME-SWITCH BOX
(contains junction box only), a
wooden Signal Box DOOR
SIGN ex-Elephant & Castle,
Northern Line framed &
glazed TRACK DIAGRAMS for
the Kennington Loop (2006)
and for London Bridge to
Borough (2007) and a framed
& glazed COMMENDATION
CERTIFICATE to the Elephant
& Castle Station Team dated
April 1995. All as
used/displayed. [5]

Estimate: £30 to £40

Lot

59

London Transport RT/RTL bus
OFFSIDE ROUTE NUMBER
PLATE for route 12 in silver
transfers on black (singlesided). This would have been
used on buses running
between South Croydon and
Willesden/Harlesden from
1949 until these plates were
discontinued in 1963. In good,
ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £30 to £40

Estimate: £80 to £90
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Lot

60

1923 tear-off CALENDAR
BLOCK issued by the
Underground Group as a
promotional/thank-you item
for advertisers on the trams,
trains and buses. Has a page
for each week, printed in
'Johnston' font, with colour
illustrations of vehicles and
promotional facts and figures.
Mounted on an illustrated
heavy card backing with
calendar and contact details
on the reverse. Complete &
unused from 1 Jan although
cover page may have been
removed. Some edgewear/minor loss. [1]

Estimate: £70 to £90

Lot

61

The "District [Railway] MAP of
Greater London & Environs',
2nd edition, dated 1907. From
the series which ran from
1902 to c1908. A large-scale,
fold-out map, paper on
canvas inside hard covers. The
usual worn covers but the
map is in good condition. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot

62

A quantity of London
Transport LEAFLETS,
BROCHURES & POCKET MAPS
etc from the 1930s-1970s,
mainly the early end,
including 1930s holiday
leaflets, WW2 'Sunday
Outlook' weekly leaflets, 1937
Coronation map, sundry
leaflets plus 1970s SPECIAL
ISSUE TICKETS. [21 items]

Lot

63

London Transport 1930s
enamel bus stop timetable
panel HEADER PLATE. This is
the pre-WW2 design featuring
over and underlining with
diamond cutouts. This
example is in superb
condition, barely a mark on it,
and quite the best we have
ever seen. Size: 8" x 3" (21cm
x 7cm). [1]

Estimate: £130 to £150

Lot

64

London Transport bus stop
enamel Q-PLATE 'Also for
buses terminating at Hendon
Central'. A double-size (G6)
plate which was likely to have
been used by terminating
buses on routes 133 and 143,
possibly also by those on
routes 113 and 183 returning
to Hendon garage. The plate
has weathered from many
years' use and is a little faded
and stained. [1]

Estimate: £75 to £90

Lot

65

1960s London Transport
Central Buses Inspector's CAP
BADGES comprising the
chrome version for
Inspector/Area Inspector and
the 'gold' version for Road
Inspector/Area Traffic
Inspector. Both are of the
'staybright' type and are in
very good, lightly-used
condition. [2]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £40 to £50
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Lot

66

Enamel BUS STOP FLAG
'General Buses stop here' in
1920s 'tombstone' style. A
high-quality, authentic replica
made to original standards
with correct lettering and
colours, production date
unknown but thought to be
1970s/80s. Measures 17.5" x
23.5" (44cm x 60cm). Very
minor edge corrosion in
places but otherwise very
good. [1]

Estimate: £75 to £100

Lot

69

c1930 London Underground
linen-card POCKET MAP from
the 'Stingemore' series. From
the larger series 1928-32, this
is an unusual version of the
edition with blue-green cover,
showing the Piccadilly Line
extensions under construction
and referring to Wood Green
station, but in this case with
extra highlighting of Euston
and St Pancras main-line
stations. A fine example in
excellent condition, crisp and
firm. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £150
Lot

67

City & South London Railway
Co fold-out card LUNCHEON
MENU dated 11 May 1907 to
mark the opening of the
extension from The Angel to
King's Cross, St Pancras &
Euston. Has the company
crest in gold-leaf on the front
and a map of the line and
connections on the reverse.
Full menu and list of formal
toasts inside. A most unusual
item in good condition apart
from small cover stains. [1]

Lot

Estimate: £70 to £90

Estimate: £100 to £150

Lot

Lot

68

London Transport Tramways
paper FARECHART for route 7
Holborn & Parliament Hill
Fields dated 6 June 1937. A
standard size, single-sided
chart. Some edge-nicks but
generally in good condition.
Has previously been folded.
[1]

70

London Transport coach stop
enamel E-PLATE for the
independent operator Grey
Green Coaches which ran
services to the South Coast
and East Anglia from its base
in Stamford Hill. A most
uncommon plate from one of
the few stops served by this
operator in the London area.
In very good, ex-stop
condition. [1]

71

An enamelled, flanged
aluminium STATION SIGN
'Thameslink' which is believed
by vendor to have been
located at Farringdon Station
and is in the original 1988
style with italicised lettering.
Measures 60" x 12" (152cm x
30cm) and is in very good
condition. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £70
Estimate: £40 to £50
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Lot

72

c1931 London Underground
linen-card POCKET MAP from
the 'Stingemore' series. From
the larger series 1928-32, this
is the edition with red cover,
showing the Piccadilly Line
extensions to Sudbury under
construction. A very nice
copy, just lightly used. [1]

Estimate: £75 to £125

Lot

73

1933 London Transport
Commercial Advertising
BOOKLETS issued just after
the LPTB formation, the first
carries the original logo, the
second features the return to
the 'bullseye'. Issued to
attract advertisers, the 34pp
booklets are fully illustrated
with photos of station
platforms, Underground car
panels, escalator/lift frames
etc, buses, trams and
trolleybuses showing the
positions and costs of the
various advertising locations.
Both booklets in very good
condition. [1]

Estimate: £50 to £60

Lot

74

London Underground
ESCALATOR SIGNS comprising
"Please stand on the right..."
etc, double-sided, behind
glass, framed in bronze and
mounted on a bronze-framed
wooden base (stands 18" or
46cm high) and a small
"Emergency Switch, Penalty
for improper use £5", doublesided, enamel in a bronze
frame. From the days of the
traditional wooden escalators.
In good, ex-use condition. [2]

Estimate: £40 to £60

Lot

75

London Transport 'Pennyfare'
STAFF MAGAZINES for the
1936 year, minus the
November issue. Generally in
good, lightly-used condition.
[11 issues]

Estimate: £30 to £40

Lot

76

Original 1934 London
Transport quad royal POSTER
MAP of 'All Routes - Road &
Rail' including buses, trams,
Underground and main-line
railways, possibly the first
issue showing the whole LPTB
operating area. These would
have been posted at selected
bus and Underground
stations, enquiry offices etc. A
short fold-tear and some
corner partings but very
reasonable overall. An
unusual example. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £150
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Lot

77

Lot

80

1930s London Transport
Advertising Department CAP
BADGE as issued to billposters on the bus and
underground systems from
the 1930s to the 1950s. This is
the earlier version of this
badge with under and overlining to the word
'Advertising'. In very good,
lightly-used condition. [1]

London Transport coach stop
enamel E-PLATE for Green
Line route 719 destinated
Kingsdown, Wrotham. This
would have been located not
far from the southern end of
the route, perhaps at Swanley
or Farningham, and
Kingsdown did not appear on
many plates. In good, ex-stop
condition. [1]

Estimate: £100 to £150

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot

Lot

78

Selection of 1930s London
Transport POCKET MAPS
comprising No 1, 1935 Beck
Underground diagram (lightly
used), No 2, 1935 Central
Area Bus Map (cover lightly
worn), No 1, 1937 Green Line
Coach Map and No 3 , 1937
Central Bus Map (both good)
plus LEAFLET 'How to travel
by London Transport to the
Agricultural Hall' with printcode B5. 1537. 35M (lightly
used). [5]

81

1923 London Underground
MAP of the Electric Railways
of London "What to see and
how to travel". Designed by
MacDonald Gill with his
distinctive style of calligraphy
and map border, this is the
issue dated 1/11/23 which
shows the British Empire
Exhibition stations with red
dots. In very good, unmarked
condition. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £170

Estimate: £60 to £75
Lot
Lot

79

Selection of London Transport
Green Line coach stop PANEL
TIMETABLES all dated 1968
and from a variety of routes,
all different. In very good
condition. [12]

Estimate: £30 to £35

82

London General Omnibus
Company double-sided BUS
STOP PANEL TIMETABLES for
route 21B Wood Green to
Farningham (dated 1921/22),
routes 27C/90 Chertsey to
Charing Cross (7-8-23), route
54 Camden Town to Keston
(Jan 1922), route 93
Hounslow Garage to Uxbridge
(1921/22) and route 107
Clapham Common to Dorking
(1921). In good condition. [5]

Estimate: £50 to £70
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Lot

83

London General Omnibus
Company double-sided BUS
STOP PANEL TIMETABLES for
route 23A Marylebone to
Rainham (dated 11-4-24),
routes 80/A/B Charing Cross
to Lower Kingswood etc
(3-7-24), route 68A Kilburn
Park Station to Norwood
Junction Station (6/11/24)
and routes 133/134 Liverpool
Street to West
Wickham/Addiscombe
(8-12-24). In good condition.
[4]

Lot

86

Selection of early London
Underground card WEEKLY
SEASON TICKETS with issue
dates between 1916 and
1934. Includes examples titled
Metropolitan Railway, Central
London Railway, City & South
London Railway, Metropolitan
District Railway, London
Electric Railway and London
Passenger Transport Board.
Mostly in good condition. [23]

Estimate: £75 to £100
Estimate: £40 to £60
Lot
Lot

London General Omnibus
Company double-sided BUS
STOP PANEL TIMETABLES for
route 84 Golders Green to St
Albans (dated 22-7-24), route
104 Golders Green to South
Harrow (6-8-24) and route
119 Chiselhurst to Lewisham
(18-7-24). In good condition.
[3]

Estimate: £30 to £50

Lot

87

84

85

London General Omnibus
Company double-sided BUS
STOP PANEL TIMETABLES for
routes 10/A/B Elephant &
Castle to Ongar, Abridge etc
(dated 29-5-25), routes 38/E
Victoria to Epping
Forest/Chingford (7-5-25) and
routes 86/186 Startford
Broadway to
Brentwood/Upminster
(26-5-25). In good condition.
[3]

Selection of London tram
PUNCH TICKETS, pre-LPTB,
comprising issues from
London United Tramways,
Metropolitan Electric
Tramways and South
Metropolitan Electric
Tramways. Some very early
geographical examples noted
as well as an unusual LUT
machine issue, Workman's
Returns etc. Minor duplication
only, mostly in good
condition. [64]

Estimate: £75 to £100

Lot

88

Selection of Croydon
Corporation Tramways
PUNCH TICKETS of the
geographical type including
earlier 'sole' issues as well as
later joint examples with LCC
Tramways. Mostly different
and generally in good
condition. [30]

Estimate: £50 to £75
Estimate: £30 to £50
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Lot

89

Selection of London Road Car
and London General Omnibus
Co PUNCH TICKETS of the
geographical type including
some early, un-numbered
horse-drawn services as well
as later (1920s) examples.
Minor duplication only and
mostly in good condition. [54]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot

90

Selection of pre-LPTB London
Underground TICKETS, all
titled 'London Electric
Railway' and with issue dates
from 1914 to 1933. A mixture
of Edmondson and machineissue types. No duplication
noted. Mainly in good
condition. [103]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot

91

Selection of pre-LPTB London
Underground TICKETS titled
Central London Railway and
City & South London Railway
and with issue dates from
1902 to 1931. A mixture of
Edmondson and machineissue types plus a few severed
halves. Appear to be all
different and mostly in good
condition. [43]

Estimate: £40 to £50

Lot

92

Selection of pre-LPTB London
Underground TICKETS titled
Metropolitan Railway and
Metropolitan & G W Rwys. All
of Edmondson type, the
earliest issue date noted is
1902. All appear to be
different except for 2
consecutively-numbered
Sandy Lodge Golf Club special
issues. A couple of first-class
issues noted. In mostly good
condition. [104]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot

93

London Transport CAP
BADGES comprising Central
Buses Conductor Instructor
(1st issue, 1950s, Firmin) in
very good condition, Tram &
Trolleybus driver/conductor
(1st issue, 1930s, Gaunt) in
very good condition and a
small LAPEL BADGE believed
to have been worn by staff in
the Travel Information Offices
in the 1950s/60s (slight
enamel loss in the top circle).
[3]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot

94

Pair of London Underground
Standard Stock (1920s) and/or
38-Stock enamel
DESTINATION PLATES from
the Bakerloo Line comprising
Elephant and Castle/Queen's
Park and 'Bakerloo'/blank. In
ex-use condition, the former
has some repairs to the
letters. [2]

Estimate: £80 to £100
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Lot

95

Selection of early post-war
London Transport Green Line
TIMETABLE LEAFLETS dated
between 1946 (resumption of
services) and 1949 and for a
wide variety of routes, all
different. Mostly in good,
lightly-used condition. [22]

Estimate: £50 to £60

Lot

96

Selection of 1950/60s London
Transport Green Line
TIMETABLE LEAFLETS dated
between 1954 and 1963, for a
wide variety of routes, all
different. Mostly in good to
very good condition. [19]

Lot

98

London Transport
TROLLEYBUS/TRAM
EPHEMERA comprising a
SCHEDULE OF STAFF
JOURNEYS - TROLLEYBUSES
dated 7 January 1959 showing
special journeys for staff by
depôt and route number (6
large, fold-out pages) and a
selection of TIME CARDS, one
for tram route 33 dated 1939,
another for trolleybus route
629 from 1938 and various
blank time cards & sheets for
a variety of trolleybus routes
on forms dated 1930s-1950s
(all different). Good condition.
[1+12]

Estimate: £50 to £60

Estimate: £35 to £40
Lot
Lot

97

London Transport bus stop
enamel E-PLATE for route 45
destinated 'York Way Only'. It
is believed that this plate was
located near King's Cross
Station in respect of those
buses using a different stop in
order to turn short at that
point. An unusual plate,
possibly one of just a pair. In
good, ex-stop condition. [1]

Estimate: £75 to £100

99

Selection of London
Underground MAPS
comprising c1914/14 'shewing
connections with Great
Central Railway' (annotation
& small burn hole), c1914 'all
about the system and its
facilities' (poor condition, in
separate pieces), c1914/15
'what to see & how to see it'
(poor condition, in separate
pieces) and 1-3-22 (Sellotape
repairs). [4]

Estimate: £50 to £60
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Lot

100

Lot

102

London General Omnibus
Company MOTOR-BUS
GUIDES (leaflets) from
c1919-20. These cover
excursions to the countryside,
places of interest etc and
formed part of early attempts
by the Underground Group to
promote their services for
leisure purposes outside the
weekday rush-hours. All
different and in good
condition. [8]

Quantity of London Transport
POCKET MAPS & LEAFLETS
from 1930s-1970s including
Underground, Tram &
Trolleybus, Coronation,
Festival of Britain, 1948
Olympics, Tourist issues, Night
Bus timetables, route change
leaflets, Buses for
Trolleybuses, BR North
London Line timetable
diagram cards etc. Variable
condition from lightly to well
used. [43 items]

Estimate: £40 to £50

Estimate: £50 to £60

Lot

Lot

101

103

London General Omnibus
Company MOTOR-BUS
GUIDES (leaflets) from
c1919-20. These cover
excursions to the countryside,
places of interest etc and
formed part of early attempts
by the Underground Group to
promote their services for
leisure purposes outside the
weekday rush-hours. All
different and in good
condition. [9]

London Transport CAP BADGE
"TOUR GUIDE" issued in the
mid-1960s onwards to those
bus inspectors who qualified
as guides on the sightseeing
buses and coaches of the
Tours and Charters
Department. Badge is
chromed metal with enamel
inlays and raised infills. In very
good, lightly used condition
with a very small enamel chip
in the top circle. [1]

Estimate: £40 to £50

Estimate: £60 to £75
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Lot

104

Quantity of London
Transport/London Country
bus and Underground
INTERIOR ADVERT POSTERS.
Bus examples are for
RT/RF/RM etc. Most of the
Underground examples are
laminated. Wide variety,
mostly from the early 1970s,
minor duplication only.
Variable condition but mostly
good. [37]

Lot

107

London Underground
1950s/60s enamel STATION
FRIEZE PLATE for the Northern
Line with the line name on the
bar of a traditional London
Transport bullseye. An
unusually fine example; apart
from small blemishes around
one screw-hole, the plate is in
excellent condition. [1]

Estimate: £70 to £90
Estimate: £30 to £40
Lot
Lot

108

105

A 'Push Once' BELL-PUSH
believed to be ex-'Feltham'type tramcar, sold by London
Transport to Leeds, and
obtained upon scrapping of
tram in 1959. Mounted on
small wooden backing-plate
which may be original. In
good, ex-tram condition. [1]

North Metropolitan Tramways
Company CAP BADGE issued
to tram conductors on this
horse-drawn system which
eventually passed to the LCC
and the MET. This very scarce
badge is believed to date from
the 1880-1890s. In very good,
lightly-used condition. [1]

Estimate: £30 to £40
Estimate: £120 to £150
Lot

106

Lot
London Country bus stop
enamel Q-PLATES comprising
'Superbus' and 'Superbus 2, St
Nicholas'. Dating from 1971
and 1972 respectively, these
routes were pioneer highintensity services in Stevenage
operated by flat-fare buses in
striking yellow and blue
colours. By the mid-1970s,
Superbus had been replaced
by 'SB' numbered services.
These unusual survivors are in
ex-stop condition. [2]

109

Croydon Corporation
Tramways
driver's/conductor's CAP
BADGE as worn from
1906-1933. Made of brass,
the badge features the
Corporation's coat of arms
supported by laurel leaves
and the motto 'Sanitate
Crescamus' (let us grow in
health). A very scarce badge
in excellent condition. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £150
Estimate: £30 to £40
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Lot

110

London United Tramways
tram conductor's CAP BADGE
of the style issued from
approx 1910-1924. Made of
brass and featuring the
company's coat of arms
supported by griffins. In
excellent condition. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot

111

London Transport
Routemaster BONNET PLATE
(fleet number) from RM 1573,
a Leyland-engined vehicle
which entered service at
Tottenham garage in 1963.
The last bus to carry this
number was withdrawn from
New Cross garage in 1984 and
scrapped the same year. In exvehicle condition. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £90

Lot

112

London Transport bus stop
enamel E-PLATES for routes
9A Sunday and 80A Sunday,
both red on white and in very
good, ex-stop condition. [2]

Lot

113

London Buses senior
OFFICIAL'S PLATE (serial no
3067) issued in the 1980s for
use as identification when on
duty out of uniform. A design
largely unchanged from that
introduced by the LGOC in the
early 1920s. Chrome-plated
metal with blue enamel inlays.
In excellent condition. [1]

Estimate: £30 to £40

Lot

114

1924 British Empire Exhibition
at Wembley fold-out PLAN &
MAP showing its "situation in
relation to the railways of
London". Designed by
Kennedy North in a style
similar to MacDonald Gill with
an Underground map with
calligraphed station names
and elaborate, colourful
illustrations. In used condition
with some wear but quite
reasonable overall. [1]

Estimate: £50 to £75

Lot

115

Estimate: £60 to £80
Original 1934 London
Underground quad royal
POSTER MAP of the central
London area with
Undergound lines (coloured
appropriately) and stations
(depicted with bar & circle
logos) superimposed on a
street plan. An unusual map
in good condition with minor
wear only. Folded. [1]

Estimate: £75 to £100
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Lot

116

London Transport Tramways
card FARECHART, a doublesided version dated July 1948
for routes 44/46 between City
& Beresford Square and
January 1947 for route 54
between Victoria Station &
Grove Park Station. A
standard-size issue in extramcar condition with a few
stains. [1]

Estimate: £40 to £50

Lot

Lot

118

London Transport ROUTE
NUMBER STENCIL '20', with a
space to insert the 'A' suffix,
together with original holder.
This was used on routes
20/20A operated by Loughton
garage with post-war STDtype buses from 1948-55.
These plates were placed
against the lower-deck rear
window to compensate for
the lack of other destination
information at the rear of the
bus. In good, lightly-used
condition. [1 + holder]

117

London Transport/London
Underground CROCKERY
comprising 3 DINNER PLATES
and a CUP & SAUCER marked
'London Transport Catering'
with the griffin logo and a
number of Bakerloo Line
STAFF-ISSUE MUGS, mainly
different designs plus a
vintage 1/2-pint PEWTER
MUG marked with the crown
and 'VR 297'. No obvious
defects although pewter mug
is well worn.[15]

Estimate: £30 to £40

Estimate: £40 to £60

Lot

119

1909 London Underground
STREET & RAILWAY MAP. A
54-page booklet featuring
prominent use of the then
recently-introduced
UndergrounD logo and
incorporating a coloured
system map, a monochrome
illustration of the 'No need to
ask a p'liceman' poster,
sectional street plans with the
Underground lines
superimposed and a street
index. In well-used condition
with cover staining. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80
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Lot

120

London Transport coach stop
enamel E-PLATE for Green
Line route 725 destinated
Bromley, Hampton Court,
Windsor. This would have
been located in SE London
near to the eastern end of this
long, orbital service, possibly
in Sidcup. In very good, exstop condition. [1]

Estimate: £130 to £150

Lot

121

London Transport Military
Band CAP BADGE of the first
type, believed to have been
worn in the 1930s/1940s. The
band was founded after WW1
and paraded in the Lord
Mayor's Show and at the
Remembrance Day
ceremonies as well as
performing at staff and public
functions. The badge is made
of brass, features the LT griffin
and is in very good, lightlyused condition. Rarely seen at
auction. [1] See Lot 422 for
the later badge.

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot

122

London Transport GIBSON
TICKET MACHINE 27730 with
original case. This machine
has been professionally
overhauled and restored by a
specialist to mid-1950s
condition and prints fares
from 1d-11d plus 'A' for
Workman Returns. It
incorporates a new fare printwheel re-manufactured to
original spec plus appropriate
fare-band. One of only two to
be treated to this very
expensive restoration. Some
wear to original, un-replaced
print-plates but generally in
good order. [1]

Estimate: £800 to £900

Lot

123

1947 Southern National
Omnibus Company official
TIMETABLE BOOKLET 'in
association with the Southern
Railway'. For the North Devon
& North Cornwall Area from 6
June to 20 September 1947
and includes Royal Blue
Express Services. Complete
with fold-out map of Southern
and Western National routes.
In used condition with wear
to covers. [1]

Estimate: £30 to £40

Lot

124

London Transport bus
conductor's WEBBING
HARNESS for a Gibson ticket
machine. In good, ex-use
condition. [1]

Estimate: £25 to £30
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Lot

125

Selection of London Transport
Country Area revised or new
bus services LEAFLETS dated
from 1949 to 1958 and
covering Watford & District,
routes 370A, 315, Grays &
Tilbury Districts, routes 345,
403 Express (damaged), 804,
803, 406 Express, 807,
Welwyn Garden City District,
routes 328C, 854, Crawley Bus
& Coach services and route
854A. In good condition
except for 403 Express. [15]

Lot

127

Selection of Metropolitan
Railway MAPS OF LONDON
from the series of
Underground maps produced
by this company from the
early 1920s until the LPTB
takeover in 1933. Comprising
editions with print-codes
M805/100M (c1926/27),
M1246/50M (c1931) &
M.1795/50M (early 1930s). All
in used condition with some
tears, stains, markings and
repairs. [3]

Estimate: £90 to £110
Estimate: £40 to £50
Lot
Lot

128

126

London Transport enamel BUS
STOP FLAG 'Request Stop'. A
double-sided, hollow sign of
the 'boat' style in the shortlived early 1990s style. Carries
the location ref 19965 and the
E-stickers show it would have
been located in Kingston. An
E3-size flag measuring 18" x
20.5" (46cm x 52cm). In
excellent condition. [1]

Estimate: £70 to £80

1932 London General
Omnibus Company
ALLOCATION OF SCHEDULED
OMNIBUSES No 40 effective
30 November 1932. Lists
every route with headways,
operating garage, numbers
and types of buses allocated.
Some damage to back cover
but good overall. [1]

Estimate: £40 to £50

Lot

129

London Transport enamel
TRAM STOP FLAG. A singlesided plate in the style of
those introduced in the 1930s
and used until the end of the
first-generation of London
trams in 1952. In excellent
condition. [1]

Estimate: £240 to £280
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Lot

130

London Underground O/P/QStock enamel DESTINATION
PLATE reading 'District' on
one side and 'Metropolitan'
on the other. This sign is a
swivel-plate for the lower
position in the destination
indicator. In good, ex-use
condition. [1]

Estimate: £75 to £100

Lot

131

Selection of London Transport
special bus services etc
PUNCH TICKETS from the
1930s-1970s including route
36 return, Interstation
Autobus, Wimbledon Tennis,
Special Private Hire &
Excursions, Northolt Airport
Coach Service, Scholars
Prepaid, Tram & Trolleybus
Prepaid Singles, Trolleybus
Farewell, Vintage Service 100,
Rovers etc. Minor duplication
only and in good condition.
[100]

Estimate: £40 to £50

Lot

133

Selection of London Passenger
Transport Board (full &
abbreviated) Tram and
Trolleybus geographical
PUNCH TICKETS from the
1930s/40s with 'Tramways',
'Trams', Trolleybuses', 'LT
Trams' etc titles. Huge variety
of routes and fares incl early
issues in LCC style, Workman
Returns, Scholar Prepaid,
Evening Tourist etc. Minimal
duplication and in generally
good condition. [173]

Estimate: £120 to £150

Lot

134

Bundles of London Transport
Trams & Trolleybuses PUNCH
TICKETS from the 1940s/50s
with full and abbreviated
titles. The majority are the
route-numbered, partgeographical types with a
smaller proportion of
numbered fare-stage only
issues. Huge variety, a little
duplication noted. Mostly in
good condition. [c150]

Estimate: £40 to £50
Lot

132

Selection of miscellaneous
London bus/coach PUNCH
TICKETS including East Surrey
Traction Co, London General
Country Services, Autocar
Services Ltd, LGOC Return &
Exchange issues, LPTB
farestage and London
Transport Coaches 'deaf &
dumb' types. Some
duplication of the last type. In
generally good condition.
[c100]

Lot

135

Selection of London Transport
(LPTB, LTE, LTB titles)
SCHOLAR'S IDENTITY CARDS &
PASSES from the 1930s to the
1960s for use on Central &
Country Buses, Trams &
Trolleybuses. Examples of
most of the styles issued over
the decades and a mixture of
used and unused. Condition
variable from excellent to
well-used. [47]

Estimate: £40 to £50
Estimate: £40 to £50
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Lot

136

Huge collection of London
Transport PUNCH TICKETS of
the early 1950s types for
Central & Country Buses.
Includes tram replacement,
Early Morning Singles, Special
or Child issues and a few
Country Bus Returns. Bundled
into the various types. Mostly
in good condition. [approx
1,000]

Estimate: £50 to £75

Lot

137

Huge collection of London
Transport GIBSON MACHINE
TICKETS including issues from
prototype machine no 3, early
long examples from lownumbered machines (Central
& Country bus & trolleybus
issues), Underground issues
from Baker St, Oxford Circus
etc, pre-decimal issues, incl
trolleybuses, and 1977 Silver
Jubilee specials. Very
considerable variety.
[estimated 1,000+]

Lot

138

London Transport enamel bus
stop E-PLATE for route 451
operated by Tillingbourne.
This operator, formerly known
as Tillingbourne Valley,
operated local services in the
Guildford area of Surrey from
1924-2001 and was well
known for its use of former LT
Guy Special single-deckers.
We believe that the 451
number was used for both a
Guildford local route as well
as the Horsham service.
Unusually, the lettering is
black rather than green. In
good, ex-stop condition. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot

139

1947 Great Western Railway
TIMETABLES BOOKLET from
October 6, 1947 'and until
further notice' (the company
was nationalised the following
year!). 168pp larger-size
booklet, the inside pages are
in good condition, the covers
are worn and detached. [1]

Estimate: £50 to £75
Estimate: £25 to £30
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Lot

140

1930s London Passenger
Transport Board bus route
LOADING DIAGRAMS
comprising a set for service 7
dated May 1935 (7 charts in
official binder plus a Traffic
Analysis chart) and another
set of charts for routes 15 and
77 dated 1936/37 (4 charts
plus a time-card warning
notice to drivers regarding
trees close to roadsides). In
good condition. [2 folders
with 11 charts]

Lot

143

1930s-1950s (mainly) COACH
SERVICE/EXCURSION
LEAFLETS/PAMPHLETS from
South Midland Motor
Services, London Coastal
Coaches and a wide variety of
independent operators such
as Corona Coaches, Empire's
Best, Grey Coaches, Suttons
Crossley Coaches. No
duplicates, mostly in good
condition. [39]

Estimate: £40 to £50

Estimate: £40 to £50
Lot
Lot

141

London Underground quadroyal POSTER MAP issued in
June 1982. One of the Paul
Garbutt issues, this example
has been laminated officially.
Generally in very good
condition. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot

142

1930s-1950s COACH
SERVICE/EXCURSION
LEAFLETS from Eastern
National Omnibus Co and
Maidstone & District Motor
Services, including a couple of
WW2 issues. No duplication
and mostly in good condition.
[22]

Estimate: £40 to £50

144

London General Omnibus Co
PROGRAMME for the 14th
Annual Dinner of the
Administrative & Supervisory
Staff at the Café Royal on 26
March 1931, Lord Ashfield in
the chair. Bound with ribbon
and the 'General' bullseye in
gold leaf on the cover, it
contains not only the menu,
musical entertainment &
toasts but, most interestingly,
3 full-page cartoons by Fred
Stingemore of Underground
map designer fame. Wear at
one corner but generally
good. [1]

Estimate: £30 to £40

Lot

145

c1931 London Underground
linen-card POCKET MAP from
the 'Stingemore' series. From
the larger series 1928-32, this
is the edition with blue cover,
showing the Piccadilly Line
extensions to Sudbury under
construction. Used with a fair
bit of wear. [1]

Estimate: £30 to £40
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Lot

146

London Underground enamel
STATION BULLSEYE SIGN for
Wembley Park on the
Metropolitan and Jubilee
(formerly Bakerloo) lines.
Thought to date from the
late-1940s when part of the
station was re-furbished for
the 1948 Olympic Games and
probably replaced when
further refurbishment took
place in the early 2000's in
connection with the new
Wembley Stadium. In 3 parts,
no frame, some weathering
suggests an outdoor platform
location. 58" x 38" (148cm x
97cm). [3 pieces]

Estimate: £100 to £150

Lot

147

London Underground enamel
'bullseye' STOCK-NUMBER
PLATE from 1938 O-class
driving motor car 14040.
These plates were located
above the inter-connecting
doors at each end of the car.
38- Surface Stock plates are
uncommon. In excellent excar condition. [1]

Estimate: £75 to £100

Lot

148

Selection of 1930s London
Transport HOLIDAY
TIMETABLE
LEAFLETS/BROCHURES
(Easter, Christmas etc) dated
between 1936 and 1939. In
generally good condition. [12]

Lot

149

London Transport Country
Buses & Green Line Coaches
Inspector's CAP BADGE with
green enamelled bullseye
supported by griffins. This is
the 1960s issue with chromeplated body. In excellent,
lightly-used condition. [1]

Estimate: £50 to £75

Lot

150

London Transport coach stop
enamel E-PLATE for Green
Line route 716A destinated
Hatfield, Welwyn, Stevenage.
This would have been located
on the northern, northbound
section of the route, perhaps
at Barnet or Potters Bar. Very
small chips in the top r/h
corner but otherwise in good,
ex-stop condition. [1]

Estimate: £100 to £130

Lot

151

London Transport
MAINTENANCE BULLETIN No
45 for Guy GS vehicle dated
October 1953. Issued by the
Engineering Supt (Road
Services), this is a 67pp
workshop manual with 47
fold-out illustrations. Plus a
1970-issue of the official
Perkins WORKSHOP MANUAL
for the P4 and P6 engines. The
former is well used but
complete and generally good,
the latter is in excellent
condition. [2]

Estimate: £60 to £80
Estimate: £30 to £40
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Lot

152

1941 wartime issue of the
Thames Valley Traction
Company Ltd official
TIMETABLE BOOKLET 'in
association with the Great
Western and Southern
Railways'. Saturday May 17 to
Friday Aug 8, 1941. In wellused condition with cover
wear and stains but a scarce
survivor. [1]

Estimate: £30 to £40

Lot

153

1926 London Underground
POCKET MAP OF LONDON'S
UNDERGROUND RAILWAYS,
one of the Fred Stingemoredesigned 1925-32 series, this
being the April 1926 issue. A
linen-card map in the smaller
size of the early 'Stingemores'.
An excellent example, a
couple of tiny marks on the
cover but in crisp and firm,
lightly-used condition. [1]

Lot

155

London Transport STL-type
bus front REGISTRATION
PLATE DLU 275 ex-STL 1908, a
red, roof-box vehicle which
entered service at
Cricklewood garage in 1937
and was scrapped in 1951. In
ex-vehicle condition. [1]

Estimate: £30 to £40

Lot

156

LGOC/LT GENERAL
ARRANGEMENT etc
DRAWINGS, 1930s, 4 off, for
CC-type bus, STL5 variants,
trolleybus window pans plus a
set of 1950s VEHICLE CODE
SCHEDULES 'POST-WAR FLEET'
incl RLH, RT, RTL, RTW, 14T12,
1TD1, 15T13, 1TD2, GS, RF,
RFW, 4RF4, RM1, RM2, RM3,
RM4 (20 sheets) plus
production RM VEHICLE CODE
SHEETS (2) plus 1960s CODE
CHANGE SHEET for RT & RF
types re diff ratios & heater
fittings. [27]

Estimate: £120 to £150

Estimate: £30 to £40

Lot

Lot

154

London Transport bus stop
enamel Q-PLATE 'Victoria
Station only'. Thought to have
been located in Victoria
Street. In good, ex-stop
condition, some very minor
edge-chipping has been
touched in. [1]

Estimate: £70 to £90

157

Selection of Metropolitan
Railway LONG SERVICE
MEDALLIONS comprising
variants for 20, 44, 50 and 51
years respectively. Includes
some unusual years. Made of
gold-coloured metal with
enamel inlays including the
company's coat of arms. All
are engraved with the staff
member's name on the
reverse and come with their
original presentation boxes. In
unblemished condition. [4]

Estimate: £50 to £75
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Lot

158

London Transport GENERAL
ARRANGEMENT DRAWINGS
1940s/50s for 3RT3, 6RT6
(RTW), RT7 (Metro-Cammell
RTL), 3&7/RT10, RF, 15T13,
RLH and RM-type buses (9
large sheets) plus a
considerable quantity of
1960s MOUNTING
INTERCHANGEABILITY
SCHEDULES for post-war types
RT, RTL, RTW, RF, T, TD, RLH,
GS plus 1960s SCHEDULES of
RM mechanical equipment
and fleet totals with delivery
periods. [Quantity]

Estimate: £40 to £60

Lot

159

London United Tramways
Driver's & Conductor's CAP
BADGE dating from
1924-1933. Based on the
Underground Group's bar &
circle 'bullseye' motif and
made of alloy enamelled in
blue. Some small enamel
losses on the bar and the lugs
on the reverse are damaged.
[1]

Estimate: £50 to £60

Lot

160

London Underground enamel
roundel STATION SIGN
'WATERLOO'. A modern
"silhouette" roundel in an
integral alloy frame and made
for the Jubilee Line platforms.
Measures 48" x 39" (122cm x
99cm) and weighs approx
28kg. In very good condition
although it would have been
rejected as a 'second' and
must have a minor blemish
somewhere but this is hard to
find. [1]

Estimate: £350 to £450

Lot

161

London Country bus stop
enamel E-PLATE 'Buses to
London Country Bus Station'
from the early 1970s when exLondon Transport bus stops
were still used by LCBS.
Original location unknown but
a most unusual plate, not
seen at auction before. In very
good, ex-stop condition. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot

162

London Underground
Standard (1920s) Tube Stock
enamel DESTINATION PLATE
for Ruislip Gardens/Special on
the Central Line. Doublesided, reversable. In very
reasonable, ex-use condition
with a little chipping at the
chain-holes. Central Line
plates are somewhat scarce.
[1]

Estimate: £75 to £100
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Lot

163

Quantity of mainly London
BUS/UNDERGROUND
EPHEMERA comprising 1907
District Railway Map of
London, 1930s/40/50s
London Transport
Und/Tram/Bus pockets maps,
1930s Green Line timetable
leaflets, Nov 1947 LT
Magazine, 1953 Coronation LT
Inspector's 'red book',
1960s/70s provincial bus
timetables and 1981 hardback
book 'A Source Book of
Buses'. In lightly to well used
condition. [19]

Lot

165

London Transport WW2 "BUS
TROLLEYBUS & TRAM
ROUTES - CENTRAL AREA",
issue No 1, 1944. A wartime
publication when publishing
of the usual maps had
stopped but the presence of
large numbers of allied
servicemen in London caused
a need for some information.
In the fold-out style of the
pre-war maps but just a list of
routes/places served and only
12,000 printed. Very few have
survived. In very good
condition, just lightly used. [1]

Estimate: £30 to £40
Estimate: £40 to £50
Lot

164

Lot
London Tram ROUTE NUMBER
STENCIL PLATE for route 74
which ran from Blackfriars to
Grove Park and was replaced
by bus 179 in 1952. This is the
less common, wide type of
plate which was fitted behind
the glass in the end upperdeck windows of certain E1
and HR2 cars. In good, ex-use
condition. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100

166

A brass STARTER SWITCH for a
London Transport RT-type
bus. A design favoured by LT
for several generations of its
buses, including
Routemasters, and
colloquially known as the
'coat hook'. The switches
were located in the driver's
cab above his head on his lefthand side. Traces of green
paint suggest this example
was on a Country Area bus.
The switch has a good,
working spring and contact
mechanism but has not been
tested electronically. [1]

Estimate: £30 to £40
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Lot

167

1920s London bus
FARECHART ('Fares') POSTER
for route 231 between
Hampstead Heath and Park
Royal. It was a legal
requirement to lodge a copy
with the Licensing Office and
to display one on each bus.
Undated and operator not
shown but may be LGOC. Size:
20" x 30" (51cm x 76cm). Has
been folded and is in
generally good condition. A
most unusual item. [1]

Estimate: £30 to £40

Lot

168

London Transport enamel BUS
STOP FLAG 'Request'. A
double-sided, hollow sign of
the 'boat' style in the shortlived 1980s style which
transposed the words 'Bus
Stop' and 'Request', the latter
now appearing on the bar.
Carries the location ref 36986
and measures 18" x 15" (46cm
x 39cm). Comes with fixing
brackets and one 'Fare Stage'
enamel plate. In very good,
ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot

169

London Transport Publicity
Department CAP BADGE as
issued to bus stop timetable
etc posting staff. This is the
1950s version of this badge in
enamelled chrome. In good,
lightly-used condition. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot

170

London Transport RT bus
OFFSIDE ROUTE NUMBER
PLATE for route 194 in gold
transfers on black (singlesided). This would have been
used on buses running
between Croydon Airport and
Forest Hill out of Elmer's End
Garage from 1948 until these
plates were discontinued in
1963. In good, ex-use
condition. [1]

Estimate: £30 to £40

Lot

171

A London Transport
1950s/50s Central Buses
DRIVER'S/CONDUCTOR'S
JACKET in blue serge plus an
equivalent SUMMER JACKET
in grey cotton with blue cuffs
and collars. Both have chrome
'Griffin' buttons and are in
good condition, as worn.
Neither carries a size label but
are medium. [2]

Estimate: £50 to £75

Lot

172

A perspex "Underground"
bullseye sign, red circle with
blue bar, designed to be backlit and complete with white
translucent backing panel.
Measures 40.5" (104cm)
across. Origin unknown but
appears to be 1960s/70s style
(pre-roundel) and could be
from the Victoria Line. Ex-use
condition with some small
paint splaches and surface
scratches. [1 + backing panel]

Estimate: £60 to £80
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Lot

173

London Transport bus stop
enamel E-PLATE for route 80A
'Sunday beyond Belmont' in
red lettering on a white
background. Likely to date
from 1976 onwards when the
route became Sundays only
but the reason for the unusual
wording is unclear as all
journeys went beyond
Belmont! It may have been
located in Sutton and have
related to the revised routing
to Banstead etc after the
withdrawal of the 164A in
1979. In good, ex-stop
condition. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot

174

1969 London Underground
small POSTER MAP officially
mounted on soft board by
London Transport for use in
booking offices etc, complete
with original string hanger on
reverse. A Paul Garbutt map
issued in June 1969 with a
print-run of just 500 and no
equivalent pocket-sized issue.
Measures 20" x 16" (40cm x
40cm) and in very good
condition, just a little aged. [1]

Lot

175

Maidstone & District Motor
Services items comprising a
BOUND VOLUME OF 'INSIDE
ONLY', the company's staff
magazine (Volume 17, May
1963 - April 1964) and a
SIGNATURE RECORD BOOK of
directors' meetings of M&D,
Hastings Tramway Co and
Chatham & District Traction
Co containing attending
directors' signatures from
December 1940 to July 1954.
In good condition. [2]

Estimate: £50 to £60

Lot

176

London General Omnibus
Company POCKET MAPS
comprising Country Routes
Summer 1924 (re-print),
Country Routes Summer 1926
and 'red buses' No 6, 1928,
No 3, 1933 and Winter Service
1933-4, both the latter two
issued by London Transport.
In good condition. [5]

Estimate: £25 to £30

Estimate: £60 to £80
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Lot

177

1938 Southern Railway
'Standard Timetables'
TIMETABLE BOOK 'including
summaries of principal
expresses, cheap fares,
continental and air services',
September 26th, 1938 until
further notice. Cover refers to
extension of electrification to
Reading, January 1939. 556pp
booklet complete with foldout network map. In wellused condition, covers are
detached and damaged. [1]

Estimate: £30 to £40

Lot

178

WW2 London Transport
Country Buses and Coaches
ALLOCATION OF SCHEDULED
BUSES, No 16a, effective 13
December 1944. An unusual
survivor from the war years. It
was actually issue no 16 but
the previous issue had been
wrongly given that number. In
good condition. [1]

Estimate: £50 to £60

Lot

179

London General Omnibus
Company Limited
Timekeeper's CAP BADGE
from the horse-bus era,
c1890s. Designed to fit a
bowler hat, this is made of
brass with the coat of arms
inlaid in red and white
enamel. A very scarce badge,
in excellent condition. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £170

Lot

180

London General Omnibus
Company Limited Inspector's
CAP BADGE from the horsebus era, c1890s. Designed to
fit a bowler hat, this is made
of brass with the coat of arms
inlaid in red and white
enamel. A very scarce badge,
in excellent condition. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £170

Lot

181

Collection of London
Transport 1940s geographical
PUNCH TICKETS for routes 85
to 98. Tickets are sorted into
route and fare order. No
obvious duplication, a wide
variety of fares, over-print
styles/colours etc. Mostly in
good, used condition. Part of
a substantial and
comprehensive collection all
of which is in the current sale.
[Approx 180]

Estimate: £90 to £120

Lot

182

Collection of London
Transport 1940s geographical
PUNCH TICKETS for routes 99
to 116/117. Tickets are sorted
into route and fare order. No
obvious duplication, a wide
variety of fares, over-print
styles/colours etc. Mostly in
good, used condition. Part of
a substantial and
comprehensive collection all
of which is in the current sale.
[Approx 160]

Estimate: £80 to £100
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Lot

183

Collection of London
Transport 1940s geographical
PUNCH TICKETS for routes 118
to 132. Tickets are sorted into
route and fare order. No
obvious duplication, a wide
variety of fares, over-print
styles/colours etc. Mostly in
good, used condition. Part of
a substantial and
comprehensive collection all
of which is in the current sale.
[Approx 150]

Lot

185

Collection of London
Transport 1940s geographical
PUNCH TICKETS for routes
152/152A to 183. Tickets are
sorted into route and fare
order. No obvious duplication,
a wide variety of fares, overprint styles/colours etc.
Mostly in good, used
condition. Part of a
substantial and
comprehensive collection all
of which is in the current sale.
[Approx 160]

Estimate: £80 to £100
Estimate: £80 to £100
Lot

184

Lot
Collection of London
Transport 1940s geographical
PUNCH TICKETS for routes 133
to 152. Tickets are sorted into
route and fare order. No
obvious duplication, a wide
variety of fares, over-print
styles/colours etc. Mostly in
good, used condition. Part of
a substantial and
comprehensive collection all
of which is in the current sale.
[Approx 140]

186

Collection of London
Transport 1940s geographical
PUNCH TICKETS for routes 187
to 212. Tickets are sorted into
route and fare order. No
obvious duplication, a wide
variety of fares, over-print
styles/colours etc. Mostly in
good, used condition. Part of
a substantial and
comprehensive collection all
of which is in the current sale.
[Approx 190]

Estimate: £70 to £90
Estimate: £90 to £120
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Lot

187

Collection of London
Transport 1940s geographical
PUNCH TICKETS for routes
215/218/219 to 298. Tickets
are sorted into route and fare
order. No obvious duplication,
a wide variety of fares, overprint styles/colours etc.
Mostly in good, used
condition. Part of a
substantial and
comprehensive collection all
of which is in the current sale.
[Approx 190]

Lot

190

1932 London Underground
linen-card POCKET MAP from
the 'Stingemore' series. From
the larger series 1928-32, this
is the final edition, with
mustard cover, showing all
the Piccadilly Line extensions
as complete, with 1932-33
opening dates on the reverse
along with details of renaming of Dover St Station
and closure of British Museum
Stn. Lightly used with a little
wear but a good example
overall. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £120
Estimate: £75 to £100
Lot

188

Lot
London Transport bus stop
enamel E-PLATE for
Southdown route 32. It is
thought that this may have
come from the Crawley or
Horsham areas but this is
unconfirmed. In good, ex-stop
condition. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot

189

191

A pair of London Transport
'DOLLY STOP' enamel BUS
STOP SIGNS, temporary bus
stops used for diversions,
emergencies etc. These are
the 'Compulsory' versions and
are single-sided enamel plates
12 1/2" (32cm) in diameter. In
ex-use condition with some
small chips to the enamel. [2]

Estimate: £50 to £75

East Surrey Traction Co Ltd
"OFFICIAL TIMETABLE OF BUS
ROUTES - Winter Service,
(First Issue) 7/10/31". In good,
lightly-used but unmarked
condition. Staples have
corroded. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £75
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Lot

192

1945 original London
Underground quad royal
POSTER MAP of Central
London featuring the lines (in
correct colours) superimposed
on a street plan with places of
interest (museums, theatres,
churches, sports grounds etc)
listed around the rdges.
Produced in April, shortly
before WW2 ended. Features
the pre-war version of the
Underground bullseye logo.
Folded, with some wear to
the folds but generally in good
condition. [1]

Estimate: £75 to £100

Lot

193

London Transport RT-type bus
BONNET PLATE (fleet number)
from RT 2847. This number
was originally allocated to a
red bus which entered service
at Rye Lane garage in 1952,
and later to a green Country
Area vehicle from 1963 on.
Last in passenger service at
Hemel Hempstead in 1970,
the bus became a training
vehicle until scrap in 1977. An
unusual example which
received the grey NBC-style
transfers at repaint in the
1970s. In ex-vehicle condition.
[1]

Lot

194

London United Tramways
Driver's & Conductor's CAP
BADGE dating from
1924-1933. Based on the
Underground Group's bar &
circle 'bullseye' motif and
made of nickel-silver
enamelled in blue. In very
good, lightly-used condition.
[1] 3 Underground Group
tramway companies issued
badges of this design - see
adjacent lots for the other
two.

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot

195

Metropolitan Electric
Tramways Driver's &
Conductor's CAP BADGE
dating from 1924-1933. Based
on the Underground Group's
bar & circle 'bullseye' motif
and made of nickel-silver
enamelled in blue. In good,
used condition with a small
enamel loss on the bar
between the 'T' & 'R'. [1] 3
Underground Group tramway
companies issued badges of
this design - see adjacent lots
for the other two.

Estimate: £70 to £90

Estimate: £80 to £100
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Lot

196

South Metropolitan Electric
Tramways Driver's &
Conductor's CAP BADGE
dating from 1924-1933. Based
on the Underground Group's
bar & circle 'bullseye' motif
and made of nickel-silver
enamelled in blue. In very
good, lightly-used condition.
[1] 3 Underground Group
tramway companies issued
badges of this design - see
adjacent lots for the other
two.

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot

197

London Underground O/P/QStock enamel DESTINATION
PLATE for Edgware Road &
Plaistow on the District Line
and/or Hammersmith & City
Line. Double-sided,
reversable. In good, ex-use
condition. [1]

Lot

199

London Transport Tramways
paper FARECHART, singlesided, dated January 1940 for
the All Night Service between
Victoria Embankment and
Downham, Bromley Road. A
standard-size issue in
generally good condition with
a few edge-nicks and light
horizontal creases where once
folded. [1]

Estimate: £40 to £50

Lot

200

London Transport bus stop
enamel E-PLATE for route 44A
destinated Brookwood Station
via Hermitage Estate. This was
a Woking local route operated
by Aldershot & District.
Unusually, the operator's
name does not appear on the
plate but presumably there
wasn't room! In very good, exstop condition. [1]

Estimate: £50 to £75
Estimate: £170 to £220
Lot

198

Lot
London General Omnibus
Company TICKET CANCELLING
PUNCH made by the Whitlay
Tool Co Ltd. Machine no 1000.
These punches were used by
bus conductors to cancel
return tickets and they punch
a small hole together with the
serial number. In good
working order. A most
unusual item. [1]

Refreshment break

Estimate: £ to £

Estimate: £140 to £160
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Lot

201

London Underground items
comprising a 1950s/60s
ENAMEL PLATE 'Please show
your ticket at the barrier' with
LT bullseye (12" x 3.5", 30cm x
9cm, good condition), a
c1970s ENAMEL PLATE
'Danger, 630 volts DC' (10.5" x
6", 27cm x 16cm, stains at
edges) and a 1922 POSTER
NOTICE regarding the closure
of the northern end of the
City & South London Railway
(35", 89cm wide, worn with
tears and small loss) [3]

Estimate: £40 to £50

Lot

202

Tilling bus company CAP
BADGE in scrolled lettering as
issued to bus crews in London
and Brighton. This style of
badge originated pre-WW1
and this is one of the earlier,
brass types. In very good
condition. [1]

Estimate: £130 to £150

Lot

203

Southdown Motor Services
'DIRECTORS' TOUR 1963', a
54pp bound itinerary for a 3day tour of the undertaking in
June 1963 in Leyland Leopard
547 BUF and including details
of towns, garages, bus
stations, offices plus company
statistics, fleet summary,
biography of driver, tour map
etc plus a 1946 hardback
BOOK 'Five Decades of BET
(British Electric Traction),
1896-1946', illustrated with a
fold-out chart of all the
operating etc companies.
Both in good condition. [2]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot

204

1928 London Underground
MAP of the Electric Railways
of London "What to see and
how to travel". December
(12/1928) edition designed by
E G Perman with elaborate
calligraphy of station names
and border etc. In lightly-used
condition, good apart from a
4" (10cm) fold-parting. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100
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Lot

205

Scratch-built MODEL of a
London Transport RT-type bus
(RT4700) depicted on route
11 from Riverside garage in
the early 1960s. A well-built,
realistic and well-detailed
plastic model, approx 1/45scale (7" or 18cm long), with
destination blinds, adverts,
windows, seats with driver
and passengers, mirrors,
indicators etc. In very good
condition with no apparent
damage. [1]

Estimate: £50 to £75

Lot

207

London Transport enamel BUS
STOP SIGN "Bus & Coach
Stop - Two Waters Garage"
from the 1950s/60s "Keston"
wooden bus shelter served by
RT, RF & RMC buses &
coaches outside the garage at
Hemel Hempstead. The bus
garage was designed in the
Holden/Pick style, opened in
1935, demolished in 1997.
The sign is 18" (42cm) square,
one-sided with a flange and
fixing lugs. A few small chips
touched in but otherwise in
very good condition with an
excellent shine. [1]

Estimate: £350 to £400
Lot

206

London Transport bus stop
FARE STAGE PLATES
comprising a 1960s version,
circular, black background (2
plates mounted on fixing
bracket), an unusual 1960s
'bus fare stage' version (single
plate on mounting bracket)
and a 1970s vertical type, red
background (2 plates
mounted on fixing bracket).
All in good, ex-stop condition.
[1]

Lot

Estimate: £50 to £70

London Transport Central
Buses (driving) Instructor's
CAP BADGE, 1960s issue,
chrome-plated with blue &
turquoise enamel inlays and
raised lower infill. In used
condition with light surface
scratches. [1]

208

Large quantity of London
Transport Central Area Bus
POCKET MAPS dated from
1947 to 1976. Condition
varies from well used to very
good. [57]

Estimate: £70 to £80

Lot

209

Estimate: £30 to £40
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Lot

210

London Transport bus stop
enamel E-PLATE for
Maidstone & District route
105 'Special Journeys'.
Thought to have been located
in the Tonbridge area but this
is not confirmed. In very good,
ex-stop condition. [1]

Estimate: £70 to £90

Lot

211

1967 London Transport
Underground quad-royal
POSTER MAP designed by Paul
E Garbutt. With a print-code
of November 1967, this issue
shows the Victoria Line under
construction. Poster was
originally folded and has a
little edge-crumpling in some
places but is overall a good
example. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £150

Lot

212

1947 London Transport
POSTER 'By Green Line from
Hyde Park Corner'. A pair
poster (2 x double royal)
issued in April 1947 for the
start of the first summer of a
fully re-instated coach
network after WW2. Retains
the pre-war style 'bullseye'
logo and has an alphabetical
list of towns/places served by
Green Line from Hyde Park
Corner, via which a significant
proportion of the services
operated. R/h poster has
some chafed/scuffed edges,
otherwise the pair is in good
condition. [Pair]

Lot

213

Original 1938 London
Transport PANEL POSTER
'Woman's Fair, Olympia' by an
unknown artist. These posters
were pasted onto the glass
vestibules of Underground
cars from the 1930s until the
1970s. A very colourful and
unusual poster. Size 12.5" x
10" (32cm x 26cm). A 1"
(2.5cm) inward tear at one
edge, repaired on the reverse
but otherwise in good
condition. [1]

Estimate: £70 to £80

Lot

214

WW2 POSTER 'London's
Transport No 4 - Trams and
Trolleybuses'. Size 19" x 14"
(48cm x 36cm). One of a
morale-boosting series issued
during the War and featuring
'For Victory' slogan with
Union Flag. Text makes the
case for trolleybuses and
states that the conversion
programme from trams will
be completed when the war is
over. Undated but thought to
be c1941. Small loss at top
edge, small inward edgetears, otherwise very
reasonable. [1]

Estimate: £30 to £40

Estimate: £50 to £60
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Lot

215

Original 1938 London
Transport double-royal
POSTER 'To Box Hill' and 'To
Chalfont St Giles'. Designed by
'Aufseeser', who is believed to
have been Ernst Aufseeser
(1880-1940). The poster
promoted Green Line coach
services K1/K2/K3 and R
respectively. Linen-backed
and overall in good condition.
[1]

Estimate: £40 to £60

Lot

217

Original London Transport
1939 double-royal POSTER
''To stop the Bus'' by 'Beath'
(John Miles Fleming
1913-1991), designer of many
LT posters from 1936-1954.
Ths one features his wellknown image of the perfect
passenger at the request stop,
extending his arm to the
driver of the approaching
Leyland STD-type bus. Linenbacked and in good condition.
[1]

Estimate: £60 to £80
Lot

216

Original 1964, 1966 & 1967
London Transport PANEL
POSTERS 'Lord Mayor's Show',
all by Peter Roberson
(1907-1989) who designed
posters for London Transport
from 1948-1978. Three of a
long-running series promoting
this event which were posted
on the glass vestibules of
Underground cars from the
1930s onwards. None of these
particular three are listed by
the LT Museum. Size 12 1/2" x
10 1/2" (32cm x 26cm) and all
in very good condition. [3]

Lot

218

London Transport
Underground quad-royal
POSTER MAP issued in
January 1972. One of the Paul
Garbutt issues and a very
traditional design with the
border of small bullseyes. A
couple of small edge-nicks but
overall in very good condition.
[1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Estimate: £120 to £150
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Lot

219

Original 1931 London General
Omnibus Co (Underground
Group) double royal POSTER
'Come Out! Easter by bus'.
Designed by 'Major', about
whom nothing is known, the
artwork was also used for a
contemporary leaflet. This
poster is one of 3 versions,
the others being for Green
Line Coaches and the
Underground. This bus
version is not listed by the LT
Museum. Mounted on linen
with some professional
restoration evident, the
poster is in very good
condition. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £170

Lot

220

Original POSTER ARTWORK
'Visit the Tower by
Underground' dated May
1943. Vendor advises that this
is by David Rogers and came
in a portfolio of the artist
including work for the
Southern Railway, Cook's
Travel and Hornby Trains.
There is no trace of any of his
work in the LT Museum
collection so it is assumed
that this was a commission
that was rejected. Measures
11" x 15" (28cm x 38cm) and
is in good condition. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £150

Lot

221

Original London Transport
1936 double-royal POSTER
''Christmas Calling'' by Tom
Eckersley (1914-1997) & Eric
Lombers (1914-1978), joint
designers of many LT posters
in the 1930s, the former
continuing to do so until
1995. This is the
'Underground' version of this
poster. Linen-backed, in good
condition. [1]

Estimate: £75 to £100

Lot

222

c1949 Trans World Airlines
(TWA) POSTER 'England Houses of Parliament'
featuring a colour photo of
the Houses of Parliament and
Westminster Bridge with E1
class trams and a 'Utility' bus
crossing the river. Poster
measures 22" x 17" (56cm x
43cm) and is in generally good
condition with just some small
nicks to the edges. [1]

Estimate: £30 to £50

Lot

223

Original 1938 London
Transport PANEL POSTER
'Smithfield Club Cattle Show,
Royal Agricultural Hall' by 'T V
Y' about whom nothing is
currently known. These
posters were pasted onto the
glass vestibules of
Underground cars from the
1930s until the 1970s. Size
12.5" x 10" (32cm x 26cm) and
in good condition. [1]

Estimate: £50 to £75
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Lot

224

Lot

227

Original 1935 London
Transport double-royal
POSTER 'Stuart London Banqueting House, Whitehall
& Royal Hospital, Chelsea' by
Charles Shepard, also known
as 'Shep' (b1892) who
designed posters for London
Transport from 1924-1960. It
features an attractive border
design of the thistle emblem
of the House of Stuart. One of
a small series, this variant is
not listed by LT Museum.
Linen-backed and in very
good condition. [1]

1978 London Transport
POSTER 'Omnibus' produced
to attract advertisers for the
small fleet of Routemasters
that were to run in 'Shillibeer'
livery the following year to
celebrate the 150th
anniversary of London's first
bus service. Size is slightly
larger than double royal. In
good condition. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Original 1945 London
Transport double-royal
POSTER 'Bus Routes from
here' and produced for
display at Leicester Square
Underground Station. Dated
February 1945, shortly before
the end of WW2. Linenbacked and in good condition.
[1]

Lot

225

1953 London Transport quadroyal POSTER MAP titled
'Central London' and showing
Underground lines and bus
routes over a street map. Has
the classic off-set bullseye
border. Small loss near top
right corner and a horizontal
tear in the lower half has
been repaired. Will
nonetheless display well. [1]

Estimate: £50 to £60

Lot

226

Original 1939 London
Transport double-royal
POSTER 'Kilburn' showing the
entrance to the Underground
Station on a local street map
(Ordnance Survey-based).
Features a superb 'bullseye'
logo. Linen-backed, some
edge-chafing but generally
good. [1]

Estimate: £30 to £40

Lot

228

Estimate: £30 to £40

Lot

229

Original 1935 London
Transport double-royal poster
'Model Dairy in the Ticket
Hall, Charing Cross Station'.
The exhibition was arranged
by the Milk Marketing Board
which had been formed just
two years earlier. No artist
credited but the poster
features the MMB's wellknown 'Milk' logo which was
used for many decades. Linenbacked and in good condition.
[1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £30 to £40
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Lot

230

1950 London Transport
Underground quad-royal
POSTER MAP designed by H C
Beck. With a print-code of
March 1950, this issue still
shows the planned extensions
of the Northern Line to
Alexandra Palace and the
Bakerloo Line to Camberwell,
both of which were
subsequently abandoned.
Poster was originally folded.
Two short sections are
starting to part along fold
lines, edges are scuffed in
places but very reasonable
overall. [1]

Lot

232

London Transport
Underground sample CAP
BADGE inscribed 'Train
Operator' and intended for
use by drivers of automatic
trains on the new Victoria Line
in the late 1960s. Made of
chromed metal with enamel
inlays and in the same style as
contemporary drivers' badges,
it is believed that this badge
was rejected by staff and this
type was never issued. In
excellent condition. [1]

Estimate: £150 to £200

Estimate: £250 to £300
Lot
Lot

231

London Underground Electric
Railways 1907 advertising
CARD with MAP, one of a
series featuring different
stations, in this case Leicester
Square with an illustration of
a Charing Cross, Euston &
Hampstead Rly train. Opens
into 3 parts by lifting the train
to reveal more of the station,
including posters, and fares,
journey times, season-ticket
rates & a small map of the
Underground. Minor surface
losses to the reverse with
traces of clear adhesive,
otherwise very good. [1]

233

London Underground
EPHEMERA comprising a small
SIGN 'Tickets & Information',
designed to be back-lit and
possibly from a Passimeter
unit, a WALL-CLOCK, battery
operated, marked 'LUL' (not
tested), a glazed FRAME
containing various small signs,
a canvas TICKET-SACK marked
'LUL' & 'Marylebone' and a
small wooden BOX WITH
DRAWERS, ex-ticket office,
containing various small signs.
All in used condition. [5 +
contents]

Estimate: £30 to £40

Estimate: £250 to £350
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Lot

234

Lot

236

Original BROCHURE 'Diamond
Jubilee of the Metropolitan
Railway, a souvenir of the
occasion with a brief review of
the Metro's history during its
60 years of public service'.
Issued by the company in
1923, a 24pp illustrated
booklet with a colour picture
of a new electric loco on the
cover and another of a
superheated steam loco
inside. Light wear to cover,
staples have been removed.
Plus loose extract pages from
issues of 'Metro-land'. [1 +
extracts]

London Transport bus stop
enamel Q-PLATE 'Buses
terminating at Bideford
Avenue only'. Believed to
have been located on the stop
used in the 1960s by route
195 buses terminating at that
location in Perivale. In good,
ex-stop condition, some
minor chipping at bottom
edge has been touched in. [1]

Estimate: £40 to £50

c1931 London Underground
linen-card POCKET MAP from
the 'Stingemore' series. From
the larger series 1928-32, this
is the edition with red cover,
showing the Piccadilly Line
extensions to Sudbury under
construction. Used with some
wear. 'Duplicate' written on
cover together with small
library stamp. [1]

Lot

235

A British Railways Western
Region small cast alloy SIGN
'B.R. - W.R. Warning. In no
circumstances must persons
put their hands or feet
through the lattice work of lift
gates'. Vendor states that this
was located at Pontypridd
Station. Measures 9" x 4.5"
(23cm x 11cm) and in good,
ex-use condition. An unusual
item. [1]

Estimate: £30 to £40

Estimate: £50 to £60

Lot

237

Estimate: £40 to £50

Lot

238

London Underground
Standard (1920s) Tube Stock
enamel DESTINATION PLATE
for Rayners Lane & Uxbridge
on the Piccadilly Line although
it's possible these were also
used on the O/P-class cars on
the Metropolitan Line service
to Uxbridge. Double-sided,
reversable. In good, ex-use
condition with the usual chips
around the chain-holes. [1]

Estimate: £75 to £100
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Lot

239

London Transport Tramways
paper FARECHART, singlesided, dated October 1934 for
route 25 between Tottenham
Court Road and Parliament
Hill Fields. A standard-size
issue from early in the LPTB
era in generally good
condition with light horizontal
creases where once folded.
[1]

Estimate: £50 to £60

Lot

242

Quantity of London Transport
POCKET MAPS & LEAFLETS
from 1940s-1970s including
Central Bus, Country Bus,
Underground,
Trolleybus/Tram and Green
Line maps, route change
leaflets etc plus two 1970s
London Country area
TIMETABLE BOOKLETS.
Variable condition from
excellent to well used. [55
items]

Estimate: £30 to £40
Lot

240

London Underground enamel
'bullseye' STOCK-NUMBER
PLATE from 1938 OP-class
trailer 013076. These plates
were located above the interconnecting doors at each end
of the car. 38 Surface-Stock
plates are uncommon. In
excellent ex-car condition. [1]

Estimate: £75 to £100

Lot

241

London Transport bus stop
enamel E-PLATE for South
Midland Express Service. This
service from London to
Oxford operated from the
1920s onwards, by the 1960s
it was under the control of
Thames Valley, finally merging
with the Oxford Bus Company
in 1971. Today the service
runs as the X90. This unusual
plate is likely to date from the
1950s/60s and is in very good,
ex-stop condition. [1]

Lot

243

A London Transport
1950s/50s Central Buses
DRIVER'S OVERCOAT in blue
serge with white signalling
cuff plus an equivalent
SUMMER COAT in grey cotton
with blue cuffs and collars.
Both have chrome 'Griffin'
buttons and are in good
condition, as worn. Neither
carries a size label but are
medium. [2]

Estimate: £50 to £75

Estimate: £80 to £100
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Lot

244

London Transport Military
Band CAP BADGE of the
second type, worn from c1949
until the band broke up
c1969/70. The band paraded
in the Lord Mayor's Show and
at the Remembrance Day
ceremonies as well as
performing at staff and public
functions. The badge is made
of a brass raised element
incorporating a lyre motif,
backed by an LT bullseye
finished in red and white
enamel. In good, lightly-used
condition. Very rarely seen at
auction. [1] See Lot 121 for
the earlier badge.

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot

245

Lot

246

Selection of 1933/34 London
Transport (titled 'General')
Country Bus TIMETABLE
LEAFLETS comprising routes
425/433/435, 317, 322/325,
344, 347, 367, 418 and 453
(two different). In good to
very good condition. [9]

Estimate: £45 to £50

Lot

247

Selection of 1934-36 London
Transport Country Bus/Green
Line Coach TIMETABLE
LEAFLETS comprising
Gravesend & Northfleet
Districts x 2, routes 370, 475,
371/372/375/393/Z1/Z2 x 2,
303/329/329A/389A, 306 and
352. In good to very good
condition. [9]

1911 London Underground
POCKET MAP. Printed by
Johnson, Riddle & Co Ltd,
interesting features are the 3
stations at Hammersmith and
the inclusion of the LBSCR
lines to Crystal Palace. Places
of interest and theatre map
on the reverse. In used
condition with some scuffs
and short tears at the righthand edge but otherwise very
reasonable. [1]

Estimate: £45 to £50

Estimate: £70 to £90

Estimate: £45 to £50

Lot

248

Selection of 1936 London
Transport Country Bus
TIMETABLE LEAFLETS
comprising routes 356/376,
443, 409/411, 417 x 2,
309/357, 339A, 439 and 454.
In good to very good
condition. [9]
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Lot

249

Selection of 1935-36 London
Transport Country Bus
'Revised Bus Routes'
TIMETABLE BOOKLETS
comprising issues for Hemel
Hempstead, Windsor,
Knockholt, Ware & Hertford,
Dartford, Hatfield & St Albans
and Watford & Hemel
Hempstead Districts
respectively. In mixed
condition, printed on poorquality paper, some are very
well used. [7]

Estimate: £45 to £50

Lot

250

Selection of 1936-38 London
Transport Country Bus
'Revised Bus Routes'
TIMETABLE BOOKLETS
comprising issues for
Windsor, Amersham & High
Wycombe, Hertford & Ware,
routes 403/408/409/415,
403/403A/408/415 and
Windsor & Slough. In varying
condition from poor to very
good. [6]

Lot

252

London Transport coach stop
enamel E-PLATE for Green
Line route 704 'Fare Stage'.
Fare stage e-plates for Green
Line routes are uncommon. In
generally good, ex-stop
condition. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot

253

Large selection of London
Transport & pre-LT 'TIM'
MACHINE TICKETS. TIM
machines were introduced
experimentally by the LGOC &
Underground Group tram
companies in the early 1930s
and replaced by Gibson
machines in the 1950s.
Includes issues titled 'MET,
LUT & SMT Cos', 'LGO Co &
Associated Cos', 'LPTB' &
'London Transport' plus one
London Bridge static
conductor issue. Variety of
bus & trolleybus routes. Good
condition. [est 200]

Estimate: £30 to £40

Estimate: £45 to £50

Lot

251

London Underground GUIDE
TO THE NEW UNDERGROUND
THROUGH SERVICE Hounslow
and West End dated March
1933. Card booklet with foldout UNDERGROUND MAP of
Central London. Light wear to
cover, map is excellent. [1]

Estimate: £40 to £50
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Lot

254

Lot

256

Collection of London
Transport Coaches (Green
Line) geographical stage
PUNCH TICKETS of the type
introduced with the post-war
resumption of services from
1946 until replaced by
machine tickets in the early
1950s. This set covers routes
CS1 and CS2. Tickets are
loose-mounted in album
pages in route and fare order.
Looks like a full set or close to
it. Part of a comprehensive
collection - see adjacent lots.
In very good condition. [72]

Collection of London
Transport Coaches (Green
Line) geographical stage
PUNCH TICKETS of the type
introduced with the post-war
resumption of services from
1946 until replaced by
machine tickets in the early
1950s. This set covers routes
CS4, 5, 6 & 7. Tickets are
loose-mounted in album
pages in route and fare order.
Looks like full sets or close to
them. Part of a
comprehensive collection see adjacent lots. In very good
condition. [106]

Estimate: £60 to £70

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot

Lot

255

Collection of London
Transport Coaches (Green
Line) geographical stage
PUNCH TICKETS of the type
introduced with the post-war
resumption of services from
1946 until replaced by
machine tickets in the early
1950s. This set covers route
CS3. Tickets are loosemounted in album pages in
fare order. Looks like a full set
or close to it. Part of a
comprehensive collection see adjacent lots. In very good
condition. [72]

257

Collection of London
Transport Coaches (Green
Line) geographical stage
PUNCH TICKETS of the type
introduced with the post-war
resumption of services from
1946 until replaced by
machine tickets in the early
1950s. This set covers routes
CS8, 9, 10, 11 & 12. Tickets
are loose-mounted in album
pages in route and fare order.
Looks like full sets or close to
them. Part of a
comprehensive collection see adjacent lots. In very good
condition. [120]

Estimate: £55 to £65
Estimate: £95 to £115
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Lot

258

Collection of London
Transport Coaches (Green
Line) geographical stage
PUNCH TICKETS of the type
introduced with the post-war
resumption of services from
1946 until replaced by
machine tickets in the early
1950s. This set covers routes
CS13, 14, 15, 16, 17 & 18.
Tickets are loose-mounted in
album pages in route and fare
order. Part of a
comprehensive collection see adjacent lots. In very good
condition. [94]

Estimate: £75 to £90

Lot

259

A Bus Eireann (Irish Buses)
enamel BUS STOP SIGN
featuring the company's red
Irish Setter logo. A doublesided sign measuring 14"
(36cm) across and in excellent
condition. [1]

Lot

261

WW2 London Transport
Green Line TIMETABLE
LEAFLETS dated October 1940
in respect of the (temporary)
wartime re-instatement of
services using route letters.
Lot comprises leaflets for
routes A1/A2, C, E/F, H and M
plus the LEAFLET for the full
list of services, also dated
1940. All in good condition.
[6]

Estimate: £50 to £60

Lot

262

WW2 London Transport
Green Line TIMETABLE
LEAFLETS dated October 1940
in respect of the (temporary)
wartime re-instatement of
services using route letters.
Lot comprises leaflets for
routes N, Q/R, Y1, Y2 and
Z1/Z2. All in good condition.
[5]

Estimate: £50 to £60
Estimate: £30 to £40
Lot
Lot

263

260

London Underground
GUARD'S ITEMS comprising a
red-painted, 3-aspect
SIGNALLING LAMP (oilburning) and red and green
SIGNALLING FLAGS, both
marked 'LPTB'. In good, used
condition. [3]

London Tram ROUTE NUMBER
STENCIL PLATE from an E/1class tram for route 78 which
ran from Victoria to West
Norwood and was replaced by
bus 178 in 1952. This is the
smaller-size plate which
slotted in front of the lowerdeck window. In good, ex-use
condition. [1]

Estimate: £30 to £40
Estimate: £60 to £80
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Lot

264

A London Underground
DEPOT TRAIN LOCATION
BOARD ex London Road depôt
on the Bakerloo Line. With
columns for 15 roads, train
nos, departure times,
destinations. A thick wooden
blackboard measuring 36"
(91cm) across and in good exuse condition. [1]

Estimate: £30 to £40

Lot

265

London Transport ROUTE
NUMBER STENCIL '230' for the
RLH-type, low-height buses
working out of Harrow Weald
garage from 1953-69 and
probably also for the STLtypes operated before them
from 1943 on. These plates
were located in the lower rear
window of these buses as
they did not have a
destination blind box at the
back. In well-used, ex-vehicle
condition. [1]

Estimate: £50 to £75

Lot

266

Enamel bus timetable
noticeboard HEADER PLATE
'London Transport' in 1930s
style with name
under/overlined with
diamond cut-outs. Length 40"
(102cm). One small chip at
lower edge otherwise in very
good condition. [1]

Lot

267

A Great Southern & Western
Railway CAST IRON SIGN
regarding a penalty for leaving
the gate open. The GS&WR
was the largest of Ireland's
'big four' railways, operating
from 1844 until merger into
the Great Southern Railway in
1924. Sign measures 10.5" x
11" (27cm x 28cm) and is a
genuine, original example, not
one of the somewhat
different replicas available. In
very good, unrestored
condition. [1]

Estimate: £50 to £75

Lot

268

Quantity of RAILWAY
EPHEMERA, mainly
1940s/50s, comprising early
Ian Allan ABCs (mainly used),
Trains Annual 1st ed (vgc),
booklets incl 'Junction X', the
RHDR, 'Travelling on the
Southern Railway', Meccano
magazines, US railroad
timetables, Bradshaw's and
ABC Railway Guides plus 1971
facsimile edition of the 1909
L&SWR Working Timetable. In
used condition to a greater or
lesser extent. [Quantity]

Estimate: £40 to £50

Estimate: £60 to £80
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Lot

269

Pair of London Underground
Standard Stock (1920s) and/or
38-Stock enamel
DESTINATION PLATES from
the Northern Line comprising
'Northern Line'/blank and 'via
Bank/via Charing X'. In ex-use
condition, generally good but
with some edge-chips to the
paint on the latter. [2]

Lot

272

London Transport bus stop
enamel E-PLATE for
Maidstone & District route
40A. It is thought that this
may been located in the
Gravesend area but this is
unconfirmed. In very good,
ex-stop condition. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £80 to £100
Lot
Lot

270

London Transport Central
Buses "Fireman" CAP BADGE
issued from the late 1940s
onwards to the members of
the Central Road Services fire
brigades until disbandment in
the late 1960s. Badge is nickel
with enamel inlays and is in
excellent condition. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot

271

London Transport
Underground "Fireman" CAP
BADGE issued to staff
responsible for installation of
fire-fighting equipment, firesafety inspections etc. This is
the second issue of the badge,
dating from the early 1960s.
Badge is chrome-plated with
ochre and red enamel inlays
and is in excellent condition.
[1]

273

London Transport Country
Buses GARAGE ALLOCATION
STENCIL PLATES & RUNNING
NUMBERS comprising a pair
each of CY (Crawley), LS
(Luton), 25 and 103. All in exuse condition. [8]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot

274

London Transport bus stop
enamel Q-PLATE 'Forward
limit of stand, Monday to
Friday before 16.00, all day
Saturdays and Sundays'.
Location unknown but a very
unusual wording, likely to be
one of a unique pair. A
double-size (G6) q-plate in
very good, ex-stop condition,
small chips at bottom edge
have been touched in. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £80 to £100
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Lot

275

Selection of LCC Tramways
geographical PUNCH TICKETS
from the 1920s/30s. A wide
range of ticket types and
service (route) nos, includes
some proof tickets without
serial numbers. Little, if any,
duplication noted and nearly
all in good condition. [68]

Estimate: £40 to £50

Lot

278

London's last trams
EPHEMERA comprising a
MAP, drawn by F Merton
Atkins, of the Southern
Counties Touring Society
London Tram Tour on 22 April
1951, two TICKETS issued by
the Omnibus Society for their
South London Tramways Tour
on July 5, 1952 and a selection
of Last Tram Week TICKETS.
All in good condition. [13
items]

276

Selection of London Passenger
Transport Board (full &
abbreviated) & London
Transport Trams geographical
PUNCH TICKETS from the
1930s/40s with 'Tramways',
'Trams', 'LT Trams' etc titles.
Large variety of routes,
includes some un-numbered
proof issues. Minimal
duplication and generally in
good/very good condition.
[134]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot

Lot

277

London 'Last Tram Week'
EPHEMERA from July 1952
comprising a small London
Transport POSTER as posted
in trams and buses etc giving
details of the last chance to
ride on a tram and a piece of
brown REXINE LEATHERCLOTH
presumably 'obtained' from
one of the last cars. Both have
been loose mounted behind
glass in a railway carriage
poster frame. In ex-vehicle
condition. [3 incl frame]

Estimate: £30 to £40

Lot

279

London Transport enamel
compulsory BUS STOP FLAG. A
double-sided, hollow ''boat'type sign in the traditional
1950s-60s 'bullseye' (preroundel) style. Carries the
location ref 19879 and
measures 18" x 15" (46cm x
39cm). In good, ex-use
condition with just a few small
chips in places. [1]

Estimate: £40 to £60

Lot

280

The "District Railway Map of
London', 7th edition, dated
1907. The last edition of a
series which began in 1873. A
large-scale, fold-out map,
paper on canvas inside hard
covers. The usual worn
covers, with some scuffs, but
the map is in good condition.
[1]

Estimate: £80 to £100
Estimate: £30 to £40
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Lot

281

London "General" Omnibus
Co bus driver's/conductor's
CAP BADGE in blue enamel as
issued from c1914 until 1933.
In very good, lightly-used
condition. [1] See adjacent
lots for the rest of the set of
these badges issued by the
Underground Group road
services.

Estimate: £60 to £70

Lot

Lot

283

London "General" Omnibus
Co CAP BADGE in maroon
enamel. It is thought that
these much less common
maroon versions may have
been issued to crews in the
1920s on the General's private
hire and excursion services
but this is unconfirmed. In
very good condition. [1] See
adjacent lots for the rest of
the set of these badges issued
by the Underground Group
road services.

282

London "General" Omnibus
Co CAP BADGE in red enamel.
It is thought that these much
less common red badges were
issued to crews in the late
1920s on the General's coach
services which, in the days
before Green Line, carried red
livery. These red badges
would have been replaced by
Green Line ones from 1930
onwards. In very good
condition. [1] See adjacent
lots for the rest of the set of
these badges issued by the
Underground Group road
services.

Estimate: £120 to £170

Estimate: £120 to £170

Lot

284

London General Country
Services Driver's/Conductor's
CAP BADGE in red and grey
enamel, matching the
fleetname of the country
buses. The company was
formed in 1932 to take over
the General's country services
(East Surrey & National) but
was absorbed by London
Transport in 1933, resulting in
a very short-lived use of these
badges. In very good, lightlyused condition. [1] See
adjacent lots for the rest of
the set of these badges issued
by the Underground Group
road services.

Estimate: £80 to £100
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Lot

285

'Green Line' driver's &
conductor's CAP BADGE
issued by Green Line Coaches
Ltd between 1930-1932. In
standard Underground Group
style. Badge is in excellent
condition. [1] See adjacent
lots for the rest of the set of
these badges issued by the
Underground Group road
services.

Lot

288

London General Omnibus
Company double-sided BUS
STOP PANEL TIMETABLES for
route 70 Clapham Common to
Dorking (dated 6-7-25), route
113 Kingston to Banstead
(28-4-25), route 120 Dulwich
to Harrow Weald (4/2/25) and
route 139 Finsbury Park to
High Beech (3-4-25). In
generally good condition. [4]

Estimate: £80 to £100
Estimate: £40 to £60
Lot

286

Lot

289

'Tramways' driver's &
conductor's CAP BADGE in
Underground Group style
issued by the Combine's tram
companies in the 1914-1920s
period. Badge is in very good,
lightly-used condition. [1] See
adjacent lots for the rest of
the set of these badges issued
by the Underground Group
road services.

Metropolitan Electric
Tramways single-sided TRAM
STOP PANEL TIMETABLE for
routes 21, 29, 51 & 71 dated
4-10-24. For services from
North Finchley to Holborn,
Enfield to Euston, Muswell Hill
to Bloomsbury and Aldgate to
Stamford Hill etc. In very good
condition. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £70

Estimate: £35 to £45

Lot

Lot

287

London Country Council (LCC)
Tramways paper FARECHART
for service 17, Farringdon St
Stn & Highgate (Archway
Tavern). Issued in September
1932. Was once folded
horizontally but is generally in
very nice condition. [1]

290

London Transport bus stop
enamel E-PLATE for route 459
destinated Iver Heath,
Richings Park Estate. Believed
to have been located at
Uxbridge Bus Station and
likely to have been one of
only two. In very good, exstop condition. [1]

Estimate: £75 to £100
Estimate: £270 to £320
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Lot

291

1924 Metropolitan Railway
small POCKET CARD MAP
"How to get to and from the
British Empire Exhibition".
Illustration of a new electric
locomotive on the cover.
Opens out to three panels.
This is the orange cover
version from this series, rarely
seen at auction. In lightlyused condition with some
age-darkening to cover. [1]

Estimate: £150 to £200

Lot

292

1935 original quad royal
POSTER MAP 'London &
Suburbs Main Line Railways
and connecting Underground
Railways of the London
Passenger Transport Board'.
An early attempt to show
London's complete rail
network. The main-line
companies' lines are shown in
blue, red, green & brown with
the Underground lines in
black. Issuing organisation not
shown but presumably the
railway companies. Folded
with some tape repairs to
reverse but very reasonable.
[1]

Lot

294

1922 London General
Omnibus Co BOOK - 'The Rebirth of the Motor-Omnibus,
an Account of the Chiswick
Works'. 32pp illustrated
hardback book detailing with
some pride the operations of
the newly-opened works.
Pocket inside the rear cover
contains a large, fold-out
illustration by Fred Taylor
(who also designed
Underground Group posters)
of the entire operation in
amazing detail. Minor wear
but good overall. [1]

Estimate: £30 to £40

Lot

295

London Transport
Underground Group
Manager's (formerly Senior
Station Master) HAT AND
BADGE. The badge is from the
1978 issue, made of goldfinished metal with ochre
enamel inlays and is in
excellent condition. The hat
(size 56) is the correct type for
this senior grade and has the
traditional gold wire braiding
on the peak. Hat is in used
condition. [2]

Estimate: £80 to £90
Estimate: £75 to £100

Lot

293

London Transport RTL bus
BONNET PLATE (fleet number)
from RTL 1185, a bus
delivered in 1951. The last
vehicle to carry this number
was withdrawn at Stockwell
garage in 1967. In ex-vehicle
condition. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £150
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Lot

296

1948 London Transport 60pp
ring-bound BOOKLET
''ADVERTISEMENT RATES'
containing facts & figures and
pictures of advertising
locations and prices on the
Underground, buses,
trolleybuses and trams.
Folders inside rear cover
contain contemporary bus
and trolleys & tram maps.
Plus a later version from the
1960s, a ring-pull BINDER
'LONDON TRANSPORT
ADVERTISING - MEDIA &
RENTALS' with similar
contents. Both items in good
condition. [2]

Estimate: £50 to £60

Lot

297

London Transport ENAMEL
PLATE 'Building Dept'
measuring 4.25" x 3.25"
(11cm x 8cm) and thought to
have been on a door at an
Underground station or bus
garage. The style of the
bullseye logo suggests a date
of late 1930s to late 1940s.
Some enamel loss at top right
corner, otherwise very good
with an excellent shine. [1]

Lot

298

London Transport bus stop
enamel E-PLATE for route 43
'Mon-Sat Friern Barnet'. We
are not sure where it was
deemed necessary for the
northern terminus to be
shown but the plate may
simply have been located at
the London Bridge end of the
route. An unusual plate, in
very good condition. [1]

Estimate: £75 to £100

Lot

299

London Underground
TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT
comprising a vintage STATION
WALL-UNIT in wooden box,
enamel 'Private' sign on front,
containing a 2-piece
telephone with Emergency
Telephone instructions to call
Kilburn Park Sub-Station, a
motorman's wooden portable
TELEPHONE BOX (empty) and
a framed/glazed
INSTRUCTION NOTICE for
London Transport's Railway
Telephone System. All in used
condition. [3]

Estimate: £40 to £50

Estimate: £60 to £80
Lot

300

London Transport Bristol BLclass DESTINATION BLIND
type 'CC' dated 25.1.80 for the
single-deck routes out of
Kingston Garage. Includes
black-on-yellow displays for
the indirect journeys. The
blind fits the side destination
box, the one that the drivers
were reluctant to use.... In
good ex-vehicle condition. [1]

Estimate: £30 to £40
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Lot

301

London Transport
TROLLEYBUS DESTINATION
BLIND from Edmonton Depot
dated 22.5.59 and for the
front and rear destination
boxes. Missing the final
panels. The lower remaining
panels are in well-used
condition, the upper panels
are in very good condition. [1]

Lot

304

London Country RF/RP-type
DESTINATION BLIND type 'M'
(Green Line) from Harlow
Garage dated 7.78. A King &
Flack-manufactured blind in
London Transport style. Also
contains local bus routes on
which the coaches performed
early-morning duties. Small
amount of damage to number
in first panel, otherwise in
good, ex-vehicle condition. [1]

Estimate: £70 to £90
Estimate: £60 to £80
Lot

302

London Country (London
Transport-manufactured) RFclass DESTINATION BLIND
type 'L' 'RF Type Front' from
Amersham Garage dated
20.7.71. Appears to have later
been used on SM type
vehicles as well. In well-used
but still good, ex-vehicle
condition. [1]

Estimate: £40 to £60

Lot

305

London Transport TRAM
DESTINATION NUMBER BLIND
dated Feb 24, 1948 and for
use at New Cross depôt on
those trams fitted with roller
blinds rather than metal
stencils. In well-used
condition, more so on the
higher numbers but still
entirely serviceable. [1]

Estimate: £70 to £90
Lot

303

London Country (London
Transport-manufactured)
RMC Routemaster Coach
DESTINATION BLIND type 'SS'
(front and side boxes, also fits
rear) from Grays Garage
dated 3.11.70. The blind also
contains local bus routes on
which the Green Line coaches
performed early-morning
duties. In good, ex-vehicle
condition. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot

306

Complete set of London
Transport DESTINATION
BLINDS for an RT-type bus at
Enfield (Ponders End) Garage.
Comprises front ultimate (S),
front intermediate (B), front
number (A), canopy (AA), side
(S), rear number (WW) and
rear ultimate (V). A matching
set, all dated 1976/77,
complete with rollers and
ready to fit to a bus. In lightlyused good/very good
condition. [7]

Estimate: £280 to £330
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Lot

307

London Country RF/RP-type
DESTINATION BLIND type 'M'
(Green Line) from
Guildford/Hertford Garages.
Date has faded but believed
to be c 1972. A King & Flackmanufactured blind in London
Transport style. Also contains
local bus routes on which the
coaches performed earlymorning duties. Bottom hem
is missing, otherwise in good,
ex-vehicle condition. [1]

Lot

310

1920 London General
Omnibus Co double-sided
MAP of 'Roads served by
Motor-buses' with 'Country
Bus Routes with UndergrounD
Connections' and a list of
services on the reverse. Issued
at the International
Advertising Exhibition, White
City, 1920, presumably as a
promotional hand-out to
encourage advertising on the
buses. Opens out to 26" x 21"
(66cm x 53cm). In very good
condition. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80
Estimate: £30 to £40
Lot

308

Early 1930s Metropolitan
Railway MAP OF LONDON
from the series of
Underground maps produced
by this company from the
early 1920s until the LPTB
takeover in 1933. This is the
edition with print-code
M.1495.100M and a green
cover. A couple of very small
corner partings but generally
in very good condition. [1]

Lot

311

London Transport bus stop
enamel E-PLATE 'Buses
terminating at Windsor
Castle'. A 'double-vertical'
plate which we think may
have been located at Windsor
Bus Garage/Bus Station and
was probably one of just a
pair. In ex-stop condition with
some weathering from a long
period in situ. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110
Estimate: £100 to £120
Lot

309

London Transport Country
Buses & Coaches Driving
Instructor's CAP BADGE in
chrome finish with a green
bullseye and turquoise infills
(raised lower infill), supported
by griffins. Early 1960s issue.
In excellent, lightly-used
condition. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot

312

1939/1940 London Transport
FAREBOARDS from STL-class
buses in the Dartford area.
Three double-sided charts
(paper on thin board) for
routes 423 & 480 (dated
1939), 480 & 499 (dated
1939) and 477 & 499 (dated
1940). All in very well-used,
ex-vehicle condition. Picture
shows 4 of the 6 displays. [3]

Estimate: £30 to £40
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Lot

313

Early 1920s POSTER MAP (c.
quad royal size) of the Paris
Métropolitain. Undated but
shows only the first 8 lines
with the line to Porte de St
Cloud as under construction
(opened 1923, becoming line
9). The Nord Sud lines are still
shown as a separate
company, their lines are
brown rather than blue. Note
that the system does not yet
go beyond the city walls. One
short tear but generally in
good condition. Folded. A
most unusual item. [1]

Lot

316

London Transport
Routemaster front
REGISTRATION PLATES VLT 8,
ex-first production bus RM 8
of 1958, and SLT 56, the
registration of 1954 first
prototype RM 1. The former
appears to be genuine in that
it has the correct-style LT
plate and transfers with
appropriate signs of use. The
latter is not of the usual LT
style and appears to be
unused but an interesting
item nonetheless! [2]

Estimate: £50 to £60
Estimate: £100 to £150
Lot
Lot

317

314

A 1930s bronze BULLSEYE
SIGN 'London Transport' with
the diamond cut-outs in the
over and underlining of the
name. Measuring 21" (53cm)
across, this is a well-made,
expensive sign which is likely
to have been located,
regularly polished, in the
public area of a showpiece
location such as, perhaps, 55
Broadway or Leicester Square
Station. Minor distortion in a
few places, traces of white
enamel in the lining out. A
very unusual item. [1]

London Transport bus stop
enamel E-PLATE for route 122
'Maidstone & District and
Southdown'. A most unusual
plate featuring two operators'
names. The 122 was a jointlyoperated service running
between Gravesend and
Brighton, passing through LT
territory in Gravesend,
Wrotham and Tonbridge, in
one of which this plate was
likely to have been located. In
very good, ex-stop condition.
[1]

Estimate: £120 to £150

Estimate: £400 to £500
Lot

318

1930/40s London Transport
Metropolitan Line fold-out
CHEAP FARES LEAFLETS dated
from July 1935 to January
1940. All different and in good
condition. [7]

London Underground
Standard (1920s) Stock and/or
1938 Tube Stock enamel
DESTINATION PLATE for
Edgware & Kennington on the
Northern Line. Double-sided.
In very good, ex-use
condition. [1]

Estimate: £30 to £40

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot

315
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Lot

319

SCHEDULE deposited by
London independent bus
operator Timpsons Omnibus
Services Ltd on 11 April 1926
with the Licensing Office
under the London Traffic Act
1924 in respect of their
workings on route 289A from
Plumstead Common to
Bromley Common. A large
chart detailing timing
schedules, maximum number
of omnibuses etc. A most
unusual and historic
document, in good condition.
[1]

Lot

321

1914 London Underground
MAP OF THE ELECTRIC
RAILWAYS OF LONDON
'shewing connections with the
Great Central Railway at
Marylebone'. Opens out to
16.5 " x 13" (42cm x 33cm)
with 12 panels. Undated but
mid-late 1914. Circle of
bullseye on cover is red. Very
minor foxing to cover and a
little fragile at the foldcorners but overall a good
example. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £130

Estimate: £30 to £40
Lot
Lot

320

"Timpson's'' coach driver's
CAP BADGE featuring a singledeck coach design with
enamel inlays on chrome.
Believed to date from the
1950s. Timpson's also
operated buses in London
during the 1920s before the
LGOC took over those
operations and passed them
to Tilling. The coach
operations became a
BET/Tilling subsidiary in 1944
and eventually a unit of
National Express. In excellent
condition. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100

322

Selection of London
Underground CAPS complete
with BADGES. Various grades
and dating from the 1980s
until recently. Sizes 57 & 58 (7
1/8 & 7 1/4) All in good/very
good condition. [5]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot

323

LCC Tramways A-type PUNCH
TICKET MACHINE with serial
no A1097 and 'LCCT' engraved
on the casing. These machines
were used from 1919-1952.
Complete with back-plate
(engraved 'London Transport',
the machine punches but
does not currently ring. [1]

Estimate: £140 to £160
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Lot

324

1919 Underground Group
'TOT' (Train, Omnibus, Tram)
PROGRAMME OF VICTORY &
WELCOME HOME
CELEBRATION at the Albert
Hall on 30 June 1919. With
lavishly designed cover Underground train and opentop bus and tram on the front
and Goddess of Victory on the
back - it contains the
programme of music (massed
bands of the Underground
Group etc) and the names of
all those staff decorated in
WW1. Some wear and foxing
but still very reasonable. [1]

Lot

326

A small, double-sided
ENAMEL SIGN 'TELEPHONE'
finished in white on a blue
background with tabs at one
end for fixing to a pole or
building. These signs were
common from the
1930s-1950s when residential
phones were rare and public
telephones were provided in
shops and post offices.
Measures 12" x 7" (31cm x
18cm) and is in good, used
condition with a little
chipping, mainly at the edges.
[1]

Estimate: £50 to £75
Estimate: £30 to £40
Lot
Lot

327

325

c1930 London Underground
linen-card POCKET MAP from
the 'Stingemore' series. From
the larger series 1928-32, this
is the edition with blue-green
cover, showing the Piccadilly
Line extensions under
construction and referring to
Wood Green station.
Unmarked but heavily used
with considerable wear and
some crumpling. [1]

Estimate: £30 to £40

1940 London Transport
Underground quad-royal
POSTER MAP designed by H C
Beck. A war-time issue which
shows the planned extensions
of the Central Line to Denham
and Ongar and of the
Northern Line to Bushey
Heath and Alexandra Palace.
Poster was originally folded
and has suffered somewhat in
storage with chafed & scuffed
edges and fragility along the
folds including small losses at
two fold-corners. [1]

Estimate: £100 to £150
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Lot

328

Lot

330

1930s London Transport
TRAMWAY STATION SIGN
'ALDWYCH' from one of two
stations in the Kingsway
Subway. Opened in 1906,
closed in 1952 when the
trams were replaced by buses,
the subway connected the
northern and southern
tramway networks. Signs
were placed at upper and
lower deck levels and were
made of hardboard rather
than enamel, given the
limited life of the subway by
then. 38" x 30" (96cm x
75cm). Some loss around
screw-holes when removed.
[1]

1930s London Transport
TRAMWAY STATION SIGN
'HOLBORN' from one of two
stations in the Kingsway
Subway. Opened in 1906,
closed in 1952 when the
trams were replaced by buses,
the subway connected the
northern and southern
tramway networks. Signs
were placed at upper and
lower deck levels and were
made of hardboard rather
than enamel, given the
limited life of the subway by
then. 38" x 30" (96cm x
75cm). Some loss around
screw-holes when removed.
[1]

Estimate: £220 to £250

Estimate: £220 to £250

Lot

Lot

329

London Transport bus stop
enamel Q-PLATE '9 Except
evenings. To St Pauls's,
Charing Cross, Piccadilly
Circus, Kensington'. An
unusual treble-size (G9) plate
which is thought to have been
located at Liverpool Street.
Chips at the top and bottom
edges have been well
repaired. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100

331

London General Omnibus
Company 'ON WAR SERVICE'
LAPEL BADGE issued during
WW1 to staff who were
regarded as being in a
reserved occupation and not
to be seen as avoiding military
service. Dated 1915 with
serial number 5348 on reverse
and made of brass with
enamel inlay. A scarce badge
in good, lightly-used
condition. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110
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Lot

332

Lot

335

London Transport bus stop
enamel E-PLATE for route 106
'Tottenham Garage'. Dates
from the 1971-81 period
when the route had an
allocation of Tottenham
garage Routemasters and the
plate would have been
located on the extra section
to the garage off the main line
of the route. In very good, exstop condition. [1]

Quantity of London General
Omnibus Company
geographical PUNCH TICKETS
for services (routes) 13, 15-18,
21-27. A wide variety of styles
and fares, including many
examples from early motorbus days (c1912) through to
1920s/early 1930s types. No
obvious duplication and
generally in good/very good
condition. [131]

Estimate: £100 to £120

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot

Lot

333

1928 East Surrey Traction Co
Ltd "OFFICIAL TIMETABLE AND
MAP OF BUS ROUTES - Winter
Service, (First Issue)
31/10/28". Includes a map of
the company's routes in the
centre-fold. In well-used
condition with cover wear &
staining, small corner-loss to
front cover, original retailer's
stamp on cover, dog-earing to
some page-corners and
pencilled amendments to the
map. [1]

336

Quantity of London General
Omnibus Company
geographical PUNCH TICKETS
for services (routes) 28-32,
34-38. A wide variety of styles
and fares, including many
examples from early motorbus days (c1912) through to
1920s/early 1930s types. No
obvious duplication and
generally in good/very good
condition. [118]

Estimate: £100 to £120

Estimate: £60 to £70
Lot
Lot

334

Quantity of London General
Omnibus Company
geographical PUNCH TICKETS
for services (routes) 1-12
inclusive. A wide variety of
styles and fares, including
many examples from early
motor-bus days (c1912)
through to 1920s/early 1930s
types. No obvious duplication
and generally in good/very
good condition. [126]

337

1924/5 London Underground
MAP of the Electric Railways
of London "What to see and
how to travel". Winter
1924/25 (November 1924)
edition. In very good
condition, just lightly used. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Estimate: £120 to £140
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Lot

338

1921 issue of METRO-LAND,
published by the
Metropolitan Railway. An
unusual version which has
been bound into a leatherette
cover inscribed 'Transport and
Travel Monthly'. The doublesided, fold-out map of the
railway is present. Minor wear
to the extra cover, the booklet
itself is in very good condition.
[1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot

339

London Transport Tramways
paper FARECHART, singlesided, dated 6th June 1937 for
ex-West Ham Corporation
routes 1 (Stratford Broadway
& East Ham), 1A (Straford
Broadway & Upton Park) and
95 (Wanstead Flats & Canning
Town Station). A couple of
edge-nicks but overall in good
condition. Was once folded
horizontally. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot

340

1950 London Transport screwbound BOOK 'London's
Travelling Public, an
Advertising Survey'. A highquality publication, priced at 2
guineas when new, from LT's
Commercial Advertising dept
which summarises and represents the facts of the 1949
London Travel Survey using
illustrations and fold-out
charts. Design, decorations
and typography by Peter
Roberson who also designed
many posters for LT. A superb,
fascinating item in very good
condition. [1]

Estimate: £30 to £50

Lot

341

1931 (February) official
TIMETABLE for the Lewis
Omnibus Company of
Watford. This company was
later taken over by LPTB and
was well known for its
modern AEC Regent buses,
one of which is pictured on
the cover and illustrated
inside. A well-produced and
professional booklet with a
map of the company's routes
in the centre pages. In good
condition, marked 'File Copy'
on front. [1]

Estimate: £70 to £80
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Lot

342

London Transport Police CAP
BADGE 'British Transport
Commission Police' with King's
Crown and LT 'griffin' logo
inset. Believed to be 1958 on.
Approx 2" top to bottom and
1" wide (5cm x 3cm).
Complete with clip on reverse
and in very good condition.
[1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot

343

A London Transport enamel
'DOLLY STOP' PLATE from
c1950s/60s. A single-sided
plate, the 'Request' version,
from one of the temporary
bus stops which were used for
diversions, special services
etc. In well-used condtion
with some stone chips and
edge damage. [1]

Estimate: £30 to £40

Lot

344

London Transport bus stop
enamel E-PLATE for route 333
to Bengeo, Chapmore End.
This Hertford local service was
operated in the 1950s/60s, at
the time this plate would have
been in situ, by the muchloved GS-type Guy singledeckers. The plate is likely to
have been situated at
Hertford bus station and to
have been one of just a pair in
existence. Minor weathering
but in good overall condition.
[1]

Lot

345

Bound Volume of London
Underground STATION PLANS
(30 in total) for the Central
London Railway and the City
& South London Railway.
Plans show layout of tracks,
platforms, offices, lifts etc in a
scale of 30ft = 1". Drawn up
by the Office of the Manager
for Maintenance &
Construction, Electric Railway
House, Westminster. Undated
but estimated c1915-1920.
23" x 15" (59cm x 38cm). In
well-used condition but all
intact. An historic item. [1
volume]

Estimate: £250 to £300

Lot

346

Bound Volume of London
Underground STATION PLANS
(60 in total) for the London
Electric Railway comprising
the Great Northern, Piccadilly
& Brompton Rlwy, the Baker
Street & Waterloo Rlwy and
the Charing Cross, Euston &
Hampstead Rlwy. Plans show
layout of tracks, platforms,
offices, lifts etc in a scale of
44ft = 1". Undated but 1917
stamped inside front cover.
Some plans have 1938
updates. 19" X 11" (50cm x
28cm). Well used but intact.
An historic document. [1
volume]

Estimate: £250 to £300

Estimate: £250 to £350
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Lot

347

London Underground O/P/QStock enamel DESTINATION
PLATE for 'Inner Circle' and
Sth Ken as used on the District
and Circle Lines. Doublesided, reversable. In good, exuse condition with the usual
chipping around the chainholes. An unusual variant. [1]

Estimate: £75 to £100

Lot

350

Quantity of London Bus
postcard-size b&w
PHOTOGRAPHS from the
1920s/30s. Mainly London
General, London General
Country Services, East Surrey
and early London Transport.
Huge variety of vehicle types.
Many by well-known
photographer J F Higham. No
duplication noted and in good
condition. [50]

Estimate: £40 to £50
Lot

348

c1911 London Underground
Railways CARD POCKET MAP,
considered by many to be the
true ancestor of today's Tube
map and the first to be
printed on linen-card in a
handy size. Featuring the
vertical UndergrounD logo on
the cover, this is a scarce
example issued by the
Metropolitan Railway, despite
the latter not being a part of
the Underground Group. In
lightly used condition with
some wear at the folds. [1]

Lot

Large quantity of London
trolleybus postcard-size b&w
photographs, mainly post-war
but a few 1930s examples
noted. Minor duplication of a
few shots but generally a wide
variety of routes and vehicles.
In good condition. [118]

Estimate: £50 to £60

Lot

Estimate: £120 to £170

Lot

349

Quantity of London Bus
postcard-size b&w
PHOTOGRAPHS from the
1920s-1960s, mainly at the
earlier end. Includes 1920s
independent operators, WW2
loaned buses, garage shots by
J C Gillham etc. No duplication
noted and in good condition.
[50]

351

352

Enamel BUS STOP FLAGS,
double-sided, as used by the
Tilling Group and BET
companies in the 1950s/60s.
One in green on cream and
the other red on white. Both
in good, ex-use condition, the
former has some loss of
enamel at the fixing edge. [2]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £40 to £50
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Lot

353

London Transport 1940s/50s
enamel BUS STOP FLAG, the
compulsory version. A doublesided flag consisting of two
enamel plates in a painted
bronze frame, complete with
original fixing rods and
locational reference plate
'10760'. A fine example of the
traditional London bus stop
with minor blemishes only. [1]

Estimate: £75 to £100

Lot

355

London Transport
Underground Traffic Guide's
CAP BADGE inscribed
'Information' and issued in
1962 to assistance staff at
Piccadilly Circus & Charing
Cross stations. Based on the
standard guard's badge, this is
the first version of the
'Information' badge, made of
nickel-silver with enamel
inlays. A very scarce badge in
excellent, lightly-used
condition. [1]

Estimate: £150 to £200
Lot

354

1912 Underground MAP:
Central London Railway
'Liverpool & Broad St Stations
now open' promoting the
'connecting link between East
and West' and the
connections with the Great
Eastern Railway. Shows the
extension from Wood Lane to
Ealing as under construction
(subsequently delayed by
WW1 until 1920). The last
map to be produced
independently by the CLR. A
scarce issue. [1]

Lot

356

London Transport enamel
BULLSEYE SIGN 'London
Transport'. Single-sided,
measures 19" (48cm) across
the bar, 14" (35cm) high. A
most interesting and unusual
item, possibly from a bus
station but could also be exUnderground station or LT
offices. Small losses at the
edges have been well
repaired, leaving the sign in a
very presentable condition.
[1]

Estimate: £150 to £250
Estimate: £170 to £220
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Lot

357

Lot

359

1920s Great Western Railway
(GWR) linen-card POCKET
MAP. A fold-out map of the
company's network including
services in Ireland and
showing shipping
connections. Undated but
Felix J C Pole was General
Manager in the 1920s and the
item appears to be post-1924
Grouping. A little age-staining
to covers but generally in very
good condition. [1]

Year-sets of London Transport
Central Buses/Central Road
Services TRAFFIC CIRCULARS
comprising 1947 (368-393
plus issue 342 from 1946),
1948 (1-27), 1949 (1-27 minus
10 & 26), 1950 (1-15, 1-12
minus 11 after changeover to
CRS) and 1951 (1-27 minus
26). In good, used condition
with recipients initials on
covers. [5 year-sets]

Estimate: £75 to £100

Estimate: £50 to £75

Lot

Lot

358

London Transport bus stop
enamel E-PLATE for Royal
Blue Express Services.
Originating in 1919 with a
service from London to
Bournemouth, Royal Blue
later became one of the UK's
best-known coach operators,
serving principally the SouthWest and owned by the
Southern and Western
National bus companies. This
plate would have been on one
of the very few stops served
within the LT area. A little
weathered from a long period
of use but good overall. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £140

360

Year-sets of London Transport
Central Road Services TRAFFIC
CIRCULARS comprising 1952
(1-26 minus 25), 1953 (1-26
minus 9, 10, 13), 1955 (1-26
minus 21), 1956 (1-26) and
1957 (1-27 minus 11, 13, 17).
In good, used condition with
recipients initials on covers. [5
year-sets]

Estimate: £50 to £75

Lot

361

London Underground
1950s/60s enamel STATION
FRIEZE PLATE for the Central
Line with the line name on the
bar of a traditional London
Transport bullseye. Central
Line versions are uncommon.
Minor chips, mainly around
the screw-holes, but overall a
good example. [1]

Estimate: £75 to £100
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Lot

362

1921 London Underground
'Inner Area MAP of the
Electric Railways of London', a
pocket-sized linen-card issue
designed by MacDonald Gill
using his own personalised
style of calligraphy for the
station names and key box
text. Some age-darkening and
wear to the covers but a good
example overall. [1]

Estimate: £200 to £250

Lot

363

London Transport STL-type
bus BONNET PLATE (fleet
number) from STL 629, a
'standard' STL (9STL5) which
entered service at the end of
1934 at Hanwell garage. The
last bus to carry this number
was withdrawn from Alperton
garage in 1951 and scrapped
that year. In ex-vehicle
condition. [1]

Estimate: £170 to £200

Lot

365

London Transport coach stop
enamel E-PLATE for Green
Line route 711 destinated
'Sutton, Oxford Circus, High
Wycombe'. Likely to have
been located on a
northbound stop in Banstead
or, possibly, Reigate. In good,
ex-stop condition. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot

366

A London (City of
Westminster) enamel STREET
SIGN for Queen Street,
Mayfair, W1, a smart
residential street in the heart
of one of London's most
desirable districts. The style of
the sign suggests the
1950s/60s and the light
weathering and edgecorrosion suggests a long
period in situ. It measures 36"
x 15" (92cm x 38cm) and is in
good, ex-street condition
given its long period of use.
[1]

Estimate: £150 to £175
Lot

364

WW2 London Transport
ALLOCATION OF SCHEDULED
TRAMS AND TROLLEYBUSES
No 15 effective December 4,
1940. A scarce survivor from
the early war years. Well used
with minor loss to the covers,
not affecting text. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £70

Lot

367

London Transport Central
Buses Senior Driving
Instructor's CAP BADGE. This
is the late 1960s/early 1970s
issue in gold-plated basemetal and raised lower infill.
Senior Instructors were based
at Chiswick Works and were
responsible for teams of
Instructors. In used condition
with some surface scratches.
[1]

Estimate: £70 to £90
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Lot

368

Lot

370

1921 Underground Group
'Tramways' POCKET MAP
'Summer Services, May to
September'. Designed by
MacDonald Gill with his
distinctive calligraphy and
border. Shows the
Underground Group (LUT,
MET & SMET) tramways in the
north, west and south-west of
London incl through-running
over LCC tracks. Cover style
matches contemporary
Underground maps. A little
fragile with some folds
starting to part in places. [1]

London Underground 'Crossed
T' SIGN which would have
been hung at the end of the
station platform to indicate to
drivers that the following
section of tunnel wiring for
telephone and circuitbreaking purposes was out of
order. This meant that the
current could only be turned
off by short-circuiting the
rails! Measures 24" (61cm)
across and made of painted
wood with metal brackets.
Likely to be many decades old
and is well used. A most
unusual item. [1]

Estimate: £50 to £75

Estimate: £30 to £40

Lot

Lot

369

(London) General Country
Services TIMETABLE OF
OMNIBUS & COACH SERVICES,
Northern Division for Winter,
1932-33. Includes a map of
the northern Country Area
routes in the centrefold. Has
pencilled signature of wellknown transport enthusiast J
C Gillham inside. In very good
condition. [1]

Estimate: £70 to £80

371

Cook's HANDBOOK TO
LONDON with 1911 official
LONDON UNDERGROUND
MAP. 232pp hard-cover book
with illustration of Vanguard
motor-bus, taxi-cab &
policeman on cover. The map
is the classic 1911
UndergrounD issue, showing 3
stations at Hammersmith, the
LB&SCR lines to Crystal
Palace, places of interest on
the reverse. The book has a
little wear to the cover-edges
but the inside pages are very
good and the Underground
map is excellent. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £150
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Lot

372

London Coastal Coaches Ltd
1930s-50s enamel COACH
STOP as fitted by London
Transport to stops in the
London area used by coaches
belonging the 'Coastal'
consortium, most of which
terminated at Victoria Coach
Station. This example is for
Eastern Scottish, United
Automobile, Western SMT &
Yorkshire Services. A doublesided sign in a bronze frame
measuring 18" x 31" (46cm x
80cm). A scarce survivor. In
good ex-use condition, a few
small chips. [1]

Estimate: £280 to £330

Lot

373

1926 London General
Omnibus Company TRAFFIC
CIRCULAR No 595, effective 27
March 1926. One of the
special, larger issues, this one
contains 48pp of notices and
74pp of route schedules - first
& last buses, running times,
fares, operating garages,
vehicle allocations etc. - these
being alterations to circular
577 of Dec 1925. Covers a
little fragile but good overall.
[1]

Lot

374

London Transport bus stop
enamel Q-PLATE 'Queue this
side for 21A, queue other side
for 161, 161A". This would
have been located on a bus
stop in Eltham. In good, exstop condition, a few small
edge blemishes have been
touched in. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot

375

1919 London Underground
MAP OF THE ELECTRIC
RAILWAYS OF LONDON 'What
to See & How to See it' with
print-code 209-500M-18-6-19.
Has the black, open, bullseye
circle on the cover and opens
out in 8 panels to 13.7" x
10.9" (34 x 28cm). A nice
example, trace of a pencilled
annotation on the cover but
generally in good, lightly-used
condition. [1]

Estimate: £75 to £100

Estimate: £60 to £80
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Lot

376

London Transport ROUTE
NUMBER STENCIL '101' from
this well-known East End
route operated by Upton Park
garage. These plates were
placed in a holder against the
lower-deck rear or nearside
windows, back-lit by the
interior lighting, and used on
buses which did not otherwise
show the route number there.
This plate would have been
used on the LT and G types
during the 1940s/early 1950s.
In well-used condition, a little
battered at the edges. [1]

Estimate: £50 to £75

Lot

377

'General' ENAMEL SIGN,
thought to be a
timetable/poster board
header plate for LGOC buses
though it has not been
possible to substantiate this
as no photographic records
have been found. The style of
lettering suggests at least
pre-1920 and our estimated
date is c1910. Measures 30"
(76cm) across, black & white
enamel with some distortion
and loss & corrosion in places,
mainly at the screw-holes. Not
seen at auction before. [1]

Lot

378

Underground Group
Tramways (LUT, MET & SMET)
TICKET CANCELLING PUNCH
made by Novobax, Watford
and inscribed with the
'Tramways' bar & circle logo
on the face. These punches
were used by tram conductors
to cancel return and through
tickets. It punches a small
hole together with the letters
'L V'. In good working order. A
very unusual item. [1]

Estimate: £170 to £190

Lot

379

London Transport Country
Bus & Coach Chief Inspector's
CAP BADGE issued c1960 to
the most senior inspectors
who were in charge of garage
operating areas and bus
stations. This is a slightly
larger-than-normal badge,
with a laurel wreath inside the
circle, and is the same design
as those issued concurrently
to senior station masters on
the Underground. Made of
gold-plated base metal, this is
a badge rarely seen. In very
good lightly-used condition.
[1]

Estimate: £200 to £250

Estimate: £50 to £75
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Lot

380

London Transport bus stop
enamel E-PLATE for routes
348/348A/348B destinated
Chesham Moor, Hyde End.
Likely to have been located in
Chesham, possibly at the
Broadway. Triple-split e-plates
are uncommon, even more so
when destinated. In very
good, ex-stop condition. [1]

Estimate: £350 to £400

Lot

381

Selection of pre-LPTB London
Underground TICKETS titled
District Railway with the
'UndergrounD' heading. All
are Edmondson card type and
the earliest issue date noted is
1908. A number of first-class
examples included. Little, if
any, duplication and generally
in good condition. [77]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot

382

Selection of pre-LPTB London
Underground tickets titled
District Railway. A mixture of
Edmondson card and
machine-printed issues with
issue dates of the 1920s and
early 1930s. All appear to be
different and condition is
mainly good. [43]

Lot

383

Selection of LCC Tramways
geographical PUNCH TICKETS
from the 1920s/30s. A wide
range of ticket types and
service (route) nos. Minor
duplication only and nearly all
in good condition. [78]

Estimate: £60 to £70

Lot

384

Selection of LGO Co Ltd &
Associated Cos (so titled) bus
PUNCH TICKETS of the last
LGOC style before the LPTB
takeover. A large variety of
tickets from services 2 to 602,
presented in route and fare
order, loose-mounted in
album sleeves, with minor
duplication only. In good
condition. [145]

Estimate: £140 to £160

Lot

385

Selection of 1930s London
Passenger Transport Board
bus PUNCH TICKETS of the
first LPTB type, in full LGOC
style and using the word
'service'. A wide range of
tickets from routes 9 to 285,
presented in route & fare
order, loose-mounted in
album sleeves. Minimal
duplication and mostly in
good condition. [57]

Estimate: £60 to £80
Estimate: £30 to £40
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Lot

386

Selection of 1930s London
Passenger Transport Board
bus PUNCH TICKETS of the
second LPTB type, still in
LGOC style but using the word
'route'. A large variety of
tickets from routes 1 to 284,
presented in route and fare
order, loose-mounted in
album sleeves, with minor
duplication only. In good
condition. [131]

Lot

389

London Transport 'DOLLY
STOP', a temporary bus stop
used for diversions,
emergencies etc. This is the
complete 'head' of the stop
and consists of two back-toback enamel plates inside a
steel frame. It is the 'Bus &
Coach Request' version, a very
scarce variant. A few small
chips to the enamel but a very
good example overall. [1]

Estimate: £130 to £150
Estimate: £100 to £150
Lot

387

Lot
Selection of 1930s London
Transport (Buses) [so titled]
'Fareboard' style PUNCH
TICKETS, the final pre-war
type. A wide variety of routes,
presented in route & fare
order and loose-mounted in
album sleeves. Minor
duplication only and generally
in good condition. [58]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot

388

390

London Country Council (LCC)
Tramways paper FARECHART
for service 11, Moorgate &
Highgate Village. Originally
issued in October 1931, the
chart has an official
amendment dated April 1932
pasted on as well as other
smaller additions such as
experimental evening tourist
tickets, pupils' tickets, 1/- all
day etc. In ex-use condition
but very reasonable. [1]

Estimate: £75 to £100

c1902 Central London Railway
fold-out POCKET MAP
produced by the "Tuppenny
Tube" to promote its service
from Bank to Shepherds Bush.
The line is superimposed in
red on a street-map
background and shows the
generating station and depôt
at the western end with an
inset plan of the subways at
Bank on the top right. The
reverse has travel and ticket
information. A lightly-used
but very reasonable copy. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100
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Lot

391

Lot

394

London Underground enamel
STATION ROUNDEL SIGN for
Stratford, well known as the
2012 Olympics station and
said to be Britain's 10th
busiest. A modern
"silhouette" roundel which is
thought to be for the Jubilee
Line platforms. Comes with
integral alloy frame,
measuring 33" (84cm) across,
and has a small chip in the
enamel on the inner edge of
the circle at 2 o'clock which
resulted in it not being fitted.
It is therefore probably the
only one to have become
available. [1]

London Transport bus &
coach stop enamel Q-PLATE
'Queue this side for 405, 414,
709, queue other side for
190". This would have been
located on a bus & coach stop
in Coulsdon. A very interesting
combination of Country Area,
Central Area and Green Line
routes. Some minor edge
chipping but generally in very
good, ex-stop condition. [1]

Estimate: £500 to £750

London Transport 1960s
Senior Tour Guide's CAP
BADGE with gold finish and
raised infills as issued to the
senior inspectors who
qualified as guides on the
sightseeing bus tours
operated by the Tours &
Charters Dept and who
supervised the 'basic-level'
guides. There were usually
only a couple of senior guides
at any one time and this is
therefore an uncommon
badge. A small chip to the
enamel in the upper circle and
slight distortion to the base.
[1]

Lot

392

London Underground
Standard (1920s) Stock and/or
1938 Tube Stock enamel
DESTINATION PLATE for
Archway and Colindale on
separate branches of the
Northern Line. Double-sided.
In very good, ex-use
condition. [1]

Estimate: £50 to £75

Lot

393

Estimate: £170 to £200

Lot

395

Estimate: £90 to £110

London Tram ROUTE NUMBER
STENCIL PLATE from an E/1class tram for route 18 which
ran from Purley to the
Embankment and was
replaced by bus 109 in 1951.
This is the smaller-size plate
which slotted in front of the
lower-deck window. In good,
ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £50 to £75
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Lot

396

Original 1946 London
Underground POSTER MAP by
H C Beck (whose names
appears on the River
Thames!) with a decorative
border by 'Shep' (Charles
Shepard). Largely in pre-war
style, headed 'London's
Underground', with the prewar planned Central &
Northern Line extensions to
Ongar, West Ruislip, Bushey
Heath and Alexandra Palace
shown. Folded with light wear
but still very good. 'Heathrow
Central' plus a line extension
added, somewhat oddly, by
hand at the l/h edge. [1]

Estimate: £150 to £200

Lot

397

1926 London Underground
linen-card POCKET MAP from
the 'Stingemore' series. This is
the second issue, from the
smaller series 1925-27, and is
dated Jan 1926 with green
cover. This is a good copy,
lightly used with a little coverstaining, but overall very
respectable. [1]

Lot

398

1930s London Underground
ENAMEL STATION SIGN 'Way
Out and to Piccadilly Line
Platforms 3, 4 & 5'. Believed
to be from Holborn station
and to date from the 1933
opening of the Central Line
platforms. Platform 5 was for
the Aldwych branch. The 3flighted arrow, piercing the
bullseye, supports this dating.
The sign comes with its
original bronze frame and is in
very good condition. 54" x 9"
(138cm x 23cm). [Sign +
frame]]

Estimate: £180 to £230

Lot

399

First edition of the London
Underground diagrammatic,
fold-out CARD MAP designed
by Harry Beck and issued in
January 1933 with the famous
inscription "A new design for
an old map....". A very good
example, unmarked and just
lightly-used with a little wear
at the folds and corners. [1]

Estimate: £900 to £1200

Estimate: £80 to £100
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Lot

400

London Transport bus stop EPLATE for trolleybus route 543
which ran between Wood
Green & Holborn from
1939-1961, in parallel with
the 643, numbers in the 5xx
series indicating a clockwise
traverse of the Holborn
terminal loop, on which
section this plate will have
been situated. A very scarce
plate indeed and in very good,
ex-stop condition. [1]

Estimate: £400 to £500
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